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THE DAY MY WORLD ENDED

I wondered how the hell this happened. It couldn't get
much worse.

“You've just messed up the rest of your life
and should be ashamed.”
Harsh words for a fifteen-year-old boy, I thought.
Instead of celebrating that night at the usual places that
happy mid-teens hung around, drinking down the Hooch...
… I was staring at a pile of textbooks in my room,
wondering how I got myself into this mess.
I supposed I deserved it. I'd coasted my way through the
previous year of school. I took the simple path. Messed
about a bit. I was complacent.
I thought I was like Matt Damon's character from Good
Will Hunting. You know, gifted enough to pass without
putting in the work.
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But today was a harsh reality. An unrecognised genius, I
was not.
I had failed my secondary school mock exams. It seems
such a minor thing now. But back then it was the end of
my fifteen-year-old world.
If I didn't up my game for the real thing in five months’
time, I would not make it to University. And I desperately
wanted to go.
Throughout my childhood, my Dad jumped from job to
job to make ends meet. My Mum constantly worried about
losing the roof over our heads. It put a lot of strain on our
family. I wanted something different. Going to University
was my dream. I'd be the first person in my family to do so.
But the road ahead was long. I did not know how to get
there, and I needed someone to tell me what to do.
I sat in my bedroom for most of that weekend. This was
my quiet space where I used to have my deepest thoughts.
Come on hotshot, figure out how you're gonna get out of
this one. The writing is not on the wall.
I stabbed at my notebook with my Biro. Back then note‐
books were made of paper rather than transistors. I didn't
end up making much sense on the page. I think it was just
part of my process to think through this mess.
I locked myself away in that damn room for two days,
hammering out thought after thought, trying to figure out
a plan to reverse this. It was time to face the music.
I was emotionally spent.
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THE MONDAY AFTER THAT SORRY WEEKEND
Some things you just NEVER forget. Ever.
I will always remember that day. And what happened after.
I had marched into the Deputy Head’s office on Monday
morning. I wasn't looking forward to it.
Mr Everest had a reputation for being strict. He sat, head
down, with the obligatory glasses half-way down nose thing
that most strict people do. No eye contact.
"You've just messed up the rest of your life and should be
ashamed."
That's what I was expecting to hear.
But these were not the words Mr Everest spoke. These
were the harsh words I screamed to myself in my head, over
and over since the Friday before.
Instead, a miracle happened.
To this day, I don't remember what words or emotions we
exchanged in that office. All I recall is going in with utter
determination and conviction. I committed to working
harder than I had in my entire life to get through the next
five months.
I left Mr Everest's office after an hour. I had a meticulous
plan that included after-school coaching for the next five
months.
It was remarkable. This was not a private or grammar
school. It was a school that had its fair share of problems.
No one owed me anything. Yet the teachers gave me extra
hours each week, on top of their day to help me. I still don't
know why. They must have seen how determined I was.
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In that single moment, I realised the power of extreme
giving. I couldn't get over the kindness of my teachers.
There was nothing for them in return.
Over the next five months, I worked like a dog. I sacrificed
my social life, and I knuckled down. I made use of every
single extra hour of coaching offered to me.
I'll be honest, I did not know whether my plan would work.
Part of me already felt guilty that if it didn't, it would be a
waste of everybody's time. But I had to give it my all. The
stakes were high.
I'll share the story of whether the plan worked and if I ever
actually made it to University before we finish the book. To
some extent, the outcome doesn't really matter. What's
important was how a single moment of realisation had
such a profound impact on my life.
But for now, it's time to talk about you.
There's a high chance that if someone gave you the right
opportunity, you could do something amazing. Unfortu‐
nately, most of us wait for those chances to find us. Waiting
for someone to give us a shake and say 'hey I'm gonna
show you exactly how to do this'. That's what I wanted to
hear from my teachers.
You've picked up this book for a reason. I believe you want
to start your journey to create your online side business,
and I'm privileged to be a part of it. This is your chance to
reflect. To sit in your quiet place with a notebook and pen,
and figure out your plan.
Only you have the power to create your vision and figure
out the path to your destination. You must put in hard
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work, but realize there are people out there who will help
you along the way.
I know what it's like to feel like there's an insurmountable
mountain ahead.
My aim in all this is to share some things that I've learnt on
my journey. It's far from over, but I may be a few steps
ahead. Even if you learn one thing from this book, I will
have satisfied my aim. To make your path easier. No strings
attached. Just like my teachers did for me.
It's time to start the journey and proceed to the great hike.

WHAT YOU WILL ACHIEVE BY READING
THIS BOOK

If you never imagined Einstein to have been a golfer,
you're quite right.
Late in his life, a colleague convinced Einstein to give golf
a try. At his first lesson, the energetic pro covered the basics
of chipping and putting. The professional soon realized
that his celebrated pupil wasn't nearly as skilled with his
hands as he was with his mind.
When it got to the full swing, the pro kept yelling tip after
tip after tip as Einstein hacked away at the little white ball.
Topping one, completely missing the next and then slicing
the one after that.
His instructor kept hurling tips Einstein's way...
"Keep your head down!"
"Keep your back straight!"
"Bend your knees!"
And on and on and on.
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The great man became increasingly confused and frus‐
trated. He just couldn't get it. Finally, he popped. He
picked up several balls and whipped them at his instructor!
The Pro swatted at the balls, ducking and dodging to avoid
being pummelled.
"What did you do that for?" cried the Pro.
"Young man, when I throw you one ball, you catch it. But,
when I throw you five balls, you catch nothing! So, when
you teach, make only one point at a time!"
Einstein, unfortunately, never became a golfer. But the
story offers a simple, yet profound message about learning
any hard task; work on one key idea at a time and put that
into practice before trying to learn the next. WE can
master even the most complicated of tasks through slow,
progressive learning. After all, if the brilliant Einstein could
not digest more that one point or thought, what chance do
the rest of us have?
This story reminded me about my experience of failing my
exams and the plan I created to get back on track over the
next six months. I worked with my teachers to build that
plan, and I remember it started with re-learning everything
I should have the previous year before moving on to the
more advanced topics. Just like the story of Einstein, for
each subject, I had to work on one key idea at a time, and
put that into practice before learning the next.
Fast forward twenty years and I use the same philosophy to
start my online side business. And it’s also the same philos‐
ophy I will share with you in the rest of this book to create
your online side business. It’s therefore important to follow
each part of this book sequentially, in order of how it has
been written. For example, if you jump straight into
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creating your offer without having done the work to iden‐
tify your niche, you’re going to fail before you even start.
This book covers four key topics to get your online business
started. By the time you’re finished this book reading, you
will accomplish four things:
1. How to establish a mindset for success.
This section is all about setting up your mindset
for success and being disciplined in everything you
do. I want this book to inspire you to take action.
Only action gets results, even if it is imperfect
action. Arguably this is the most important part of
the entire book.
2. How to determine your market niche. This
section helps you think about your target market
and narrowing it down sufficiently to a specific
audience. Most people go too broad with who
they’re targeting and end up competing, and
failing, against the well-known people and brands
in the market.
3. How to create your sellable information
product. We live in a digital age and people love
to buy information products if it transforms them
from their hell to their heaven. This is the single
easiest way for business professionals to take skills
they have learned over a decade and translate it
into a profitable course, book or content. This
section of the book shows you exactly how to do
this.
4. How to develop your offer. Creating a
marketing funnel will do wonders for you. It will
break down your operations in a smart,
measurable and automated manner. After setting
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up your marketing funnel, your job is to drive
traffic and stay in touch with your subscribers
through follow-up emails.
You’ll get tips for implementing each of these to help you
plan how you’ll take action.
Happy learning.

PART I

MIND OVER MATTER

1

INTRODUCTION TO MIND OVER
MATTER

F

or much of my life, I have proved people wrong.
You’ll never make it to university. You’ll never get a
scholarship. You’ll never make the Varsity team. You’ll
never be able to write a thesis while holding down a job.
You’re too qualified for this, you’re too inexperienced for
that...
I’m not telling you all this to show how great I am, but to
show that it’s possible to learn your way to success with the
right mindset.
The human mind has an amazing ability to come up with
infinite reasons you can’t do something. There is a good
chance you have limiting beliefs stopping you right now
and you don’t even realize it.
“I always mess up when I try this.”
“I’m not good at this.”
“It’s selfish or immoral for me to succeed.”
“If I try this, people will judge me.”
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It could be any negative recurring thought that stops you.
Regardless of what the specific thought it, this type of
negative thinking will hold you back from achieving your
goals.
So here's how I want you to deal with the nay-sayers and
self-doubt.
As soon as you work on anything new, there will be people
around you who will second-guess your ideas and question
whether or not you can be successful. Many of you have a
supportive circle of family and friends, but unfortunately,
it’s not the case for everyone. So it is important to
remember that you will have to be your biggest cheer‐
leader. Don’t let other people’s judgment cloud yours.
Believe in yourself. If there is anything in the world that
will keep you going, it is your unrelenting faith. Everything
else is secondary.
Today, I work a high-pressure job, often working ten-hour
days. I have many demands on my time. During my spare
hours, I’m learning all there is to know about starting an
online business. With anything leftover, I’m finding the
time to write this book.
Is it easy? No.
Is it possible? Hell yeah.
Anything is possible if you put your mind to it. It might
take some time to do, but this is where self-discipline helps.
I’d love to have written this book in a few weeks. I probably
could have if I spent all my time on it. But time is the one
thing I have little of. So the next best thing is that I
schedule in 30 minutes a day, five days a week for the next
two months. I have a learning system in place so that I'm
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building natural progression. When you break it down like
that, you can see it’s totally doable. You can get a lot
written in thirty minutes.
I know once I’ve written it I’ll have achieved one of my
ambitions in life and I’ll feel a whole lot better for it. I’ll
also live knowing that I may have inspired anyone who
reads it to try something new.
Ever since I was a fifteen-year-old boy and failed my
exams, I have been proving to people the art of the possi‐
ble, against all odds. If you think right now that you can’t
do the same, then sit back, continue reading and prepare
to be the next person I prove wrong.

2

ESTABLISH A MINSET FOR SUCCESS

H

ere' a brief story about a set of twins. By the time
the boys were eight years old, they were driving
their parents crazy.
One twin was down, depressed and cynical. And the other
one was positive: up and energized all the time.
Well, the parents finally brought them to a child psycholo‐
gist. After a few sessions, the psychologist did a brief
experiment.
So, when they came in, he took the negative boy and
brought him downstairs.
And in the room was ice cream, cake, candy, video games,
rocking horses; everything an 8-year-old would want.
He said to the eight-year-old boy, “Why don’t you stay here and
play while I meet with your brother?”
The kid walked off, sat in the corner, and sucked on his
thumb.
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The psychologist went upstairs and got the positive kid.
He brought him down the hall to this large abandoned
gymnasium, but there was no ice cream, cake, candy or
video games.
The only thing in this gym was a massive mountain of
horse manure.
He said, “Son, why don’t you stay here and play for half an hour
while I meet with your brother?”
Almost instantly, the confident kid starting running up the
mountain, rolling down the hill, and within a few minutes,
he was a total mess.
A half an hour later, the psychologist went down to see the
negative boy. He was still sitting in the corner sucking on
his thumb.
The psychologist said, “Why don’t you have some ice cream,
candy or cake?”
“I might get sick.”
“Why don’t you get up on the rocking horse?”
“I might fall and get hurt.”
“Why don’t you play with the video games?”
“I don’t know how.”
“Well, why don’t you follow me? You might learn something.”
So, he went back upstairs to the gym, and the positive kid
was still running up the mountain of crap.
The manure was in his hair, down his shirt, and on his
face.
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He was a total mess.
When he saw the psychologist, he came running over all
excited.
The psychologist said, “What in the world are you doing?”
The confident kid said…
“Well, I figured with all this horse manure, there must be a pony
somewhere close.”
Now the reason I share this story is that, for most of us, the
only thing getting in our way is ourselves.
Do you think just by chance you might get in your
own way?
That’s what the negative twin was doing.
Achieving success at anything you do is far simpler than
you think. The key is to be a good learner. If you study any
successful person, you’ll find that they don’t have super‐
human talents. What they have is the determination to use
all of their life experiences to learn from. Then they take
that learning and apply it to whatever they’re working on
at the moment. And they never stop learning, even after
they have attained their dreams.
Being a successful learner is all about being open, paying
attention to everything around you, and putting what you
learn into action. Sound easy? It certainly isn’t easy for
everyone. Here are some of the most common barriers to
learning success that may hold you back.
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No Coherent Plan

If your learning goals aren’t clear, you’ll lose your way
quickly. You can’t get where you’re going if you don’t know
where that is. Start by writing a goal for what you want to
learn and why. Be as specific as possible. Make sure that
your written goal can is measurable. This way, you’ll know
when you’ve reached it. With this goal in mind, you can
also brainstorm ideas for steps to help you get there.
Too Much at Once

It’s exhausting and futile to learn anything when you’re
spreading yourself too thin. While there’s a lot to learn on
any subject, you can’t take it in all at once. Learning works
in stages. You start with something basic, then add another
layer, move to the next, and so on. If you haven’t
completed one stage, you won’t be ready for the next.
Focus on learning just one thing at a time. Once it’s fully
worked into your routine and you’re comfortable with it,
you can start adding more complexity.
Distractions

Distractions are everywhere, especially on the Internet. In
order to learn something new, you need a clear focus. It’s
tough to shut out all the noise but there are some effective
ways to reduce it. One is to establish working time,
learning time, and non-working time.
During your working time, ask yourself of everything you
do, ‘how is this getting me closer to my business goals?’ If
it’s not, save it for one of your other time slots. During your
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learning time, ask yourself, ‘how is this getting me closer to
my learning goals?’ Not relevant? Put it in your nonworking or working slots. During your non-working time,
indulge in all of your distractions to your heart’s content.
Fear of Failure

It may scare you to act because you’re afraid your efforts
will fail, but this is the biggest barrier to learning. It’s
important to realize that failure teaches us the best lessons.
You fail, you survive it, and you take away from it a valu‐
able lesson. These are the ‘hard knocks’ that teach you
through experience. In fact, to cultivate the success mind‐
set, erase the word ‘failure’ from your vocabulary. Replace
it with the word ‘lesson.’
Fear of Success

Strangely enough, it may be fear of success that’s holding
you back. This comes from a deep-seated belief that you
don’t deserve success. You feel like, ‘it’s not me.’ The truth
is that if you work hard, you deserve the fruits of your
labor. As you work your way toward your goals, you’ll
become more comfortable seeing yourself as the successful
person you want to be.
Know You’re Going to Make It

Adopting the success mindset doesn’t involve taking on
anything new; it involves losing the things that are holding
you back. As you identify these barriers and remove them,
go forward knowing that you’re going to be successful. This
self-confidence is what’s going to help you beat all the
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obstacles that stand in your way. Not feeling self-confident?
Fake it! Sometimes just pretending to act a certain way
makes it become reality.

3

FIGURE OUT WHAT YOU NEED
TO KNOW

I

'm not a religious person but the other day I came
across a story from the Bible and I stumbled upon a
passage talking about Moses.
Moses is regarded by Christians as the greatest prophets of
the Old Testament.
He was also said to be the liberator of the Jewish people
from slavery in Egypt and their leader into Canaan, the
Promised Land.
So, you can agree with me that he was a great and truly
wise man.
But he did not know everything.
And there's an ancient tale about Moses wanting to pick
the wisest man among his subjects to become his prime
collaborator.
And when the search finally narrowed down to three men,
Moses decided to put each wise man to the supreme test.
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Accordingly, he placed each man into a room.
On each of the three-room doors was installed a lock.
It was a straightforward and practical pin tumbler lock
made entirely from wood.
The key could be inserted into different openings and
finally lifted, which would move the pins and allow the
security bolt to be moved.
Anyway, the three candidates were informed that whoever
was able to open the door first would be appointed as
Moses’ prime collaborator.
As each man entered his room, the door was shut behind
them.
And the three of them immediately set themselves to the
tasks.
Two of the men began to work out complicated mathe‐
matical formulas to discover the proper lock combination.
But the third man sat down in his chair and became lost in
his thoughts.
And finally, without bothering to put pen to paper, he
stood up, walked to the door, and very gently pushed the
door with his first finger.
And the door opened to his touch.
It was never locked.
And you know what?
The door to what you want in your online business is kind
of like this story.
There's no lock on what you can and can't do.
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No matter how hard people are telling you that creating
engaging content, driving traffic, getting ready-to-buy fans
and generating huge money is...
And no matter how complex you think that the process is...
...the real truth remains that everything is actually easy
and fun.
However, you can be like the other two men working out a
combination that does not exist, wasting a lot of time.
Or you can be like the third man. That way, all you need is
a plan and the wisdom to figure out only the things you
need to learn to win at business.
If that is what you want, then there’s good news for you.
Success is all about effective learning, but learning what?
When you’re just getting started, it’s tough to know what
you need to know in order to achieve your goals. Here are
some ways to figure out where you need to focus.
The Skills to Run Your Business
Every type of business has a certain skill set that you need
to master. What are these skills? Do you have them right
now? Which of these skills is your weakest and your strong‐
est? Your weakest of these skills is where you need to start.
For example, to run a successful online business, you need
to be organized. If you know that you’re not a terribly
organized person by nature, learning organizational skills
and finding an effective system is a good place to start.
Ask the Experts
One of the best ways to figure out what skills you need in
your business is to talk to people who are there already.
Identify people in your industry and find out from them
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what you need to learn. You can do this by hiring a coach
or finding a mentor, but there are also online resources that
are much easier. Find a forum about your industry and ask.
Use sites like Quora where you can post a question for
industry experts.
Identify Obstacles
Since learning is just as much about removing obstacles as
it is about acquiring new skills, try to identify what’s
holding you back. Think of each thing you need to learn
and ask yourself why you’re not doing it or might stop you.
The reasons may be internal, like your own fear of failure,
or they could be external, like a resource or tool that you
need.
You’ll find that mental obstacles are the worst. You’ll cling
to these beliefs and ideas no matter whether they’re based
on anything real or not. For example, if you keep telling
yourself you’re not good at handling money, you’ll ensure
that you never learn how to do it. You first have to believe
that you can change. Try to identify these negative beliefs
and work on changing them.
Keep Track of Your Progress
You can discover what you need to learn best by keeping
track of your achievements and challenges. Each day, write
down something you did successfully along with something
that needs more work. For example, today you figured out
how to embed a video on your blog, but you still don’t have
any ideas on how to write a resource box. You then know
that writing resource boxes is something you need to study.
The Ebb and Flow
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Another reason to monitor your progress is that even when
you’ve gotten something down pat, there’ll be times when
your skills weaken, especially if you don’t use them for a
period of time. You might need some brushing up. While
it’s not exactly ‘learning,’ it should be part of your develop‐
ment plan. Many professional organizations require people
to get “recertified” at regular intervals to refresh their
knowledge and skills. Follow the same principles and
always keep an eye on your weak points so you can address
them as soon as possible.

4

PRIORITIZE YOUR LEARNING NEEDS

W

arren Buffett, one of the most famous investors of
our time, adheres to a concept that I'll call the 255 rule. This story comes from a man named Mike Flint,
who was Warren Buffett's, private pilot.
Mike Flint has flown multiple US Presidents. He's also the
pilot for Warren buffet so he's had a very successful career.
And he came to Warren Buffett one day, and he said,
“Warren, I would like to fly this type of plane. I think
whenever we upgrade, we should get this new one.”
Warren said, "Mike, you know, if you're working for me in
10 years, when we buy a new plane, then I probably have
failed you as a boss.”
So he asked Mike to undertake an exercise. And this
activity that I'm about to share, you can do on any level.
You can do it for your career. You can do it for the things
that you or your team needed to get done this month. You
can do it for the things that you need to work on today or
this week. And he said, "I'd like you to take the 25 things
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that you want to achieve in your career and write them
down on a list."
So Mike Flint goes away and finds 25 things. He gets it
done and Warren says, "all right, great. I want you to circle
the top five things on that list, so spend some more time
thinking about it". Mike circles the top five priorities and
Warren asks what his strategy is at this point. Mike Flynn
said, "well, I have my top five things, so I'm going to work
on those first."
And he said, "Great. What about the other things on your
list?" "Uh," Mike said, "well, those will be the things I do
on nights or weekends, or when I get tired or bored or, you
know, when a project stalls I'll work on that."
Warren Buffett said, "Mike, you got it all wrong. The
things that you've circled are your priorities, the other
items on your list, number 6 through 25, this is your never do
under any circumstance list."
The same principle is also true for learning. You have a
whole long list of things to learn, but you know you can’t
tackle them all at once. It's the items 6 though 25 on you
list that take up time, space and energy because we can
justify why we need to do them. They're on the list for a
reason. They just don't happen to be the best use of our
time.
Why Prioritize?

Prioritizing narrows your list down so that you have just
one thing to learn at any one time. There are other ways it
benefits you as well. You may need to learn a specific skill
because it is critical to a project you’re working on. There
may be some concepts that are prerequisites to more
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advanced ones; you need to learn them first before you can
move on to the next thing.
Need to Learn vs. Want to Learn

Start by creating two categories–things you need to learn
and things you want to learn. The things you need to learn
are those that are going to get you closer to your overall
goals. These are things you’ll use in your business or life.
The things you want to learn are those that don’t lead
directly to the attainment of your goals. You can save these
for later.
You Can Only Do One

The truth is that you can learn multiple things at one time
as long as you’ve got the time and energy for it. But in
order to prioritize your learning list, you’re going to
imagine that you only have the time and space for one.
Look at your list and ask yourself, ‘If I can only learn one
thing on this list, what would it be?’ Start a second list with
that one on the top. Then, look at your remaining items
and ask the same question. By doing this repeatedly, you
can create a perfectly prioritized list.
Time-Sensitive Items

Scan your list for anything that’s time-sensitive. Often, you
can see that some items should come before others. For
example, learning how to build your website comes before
learning about content syndication. Try to see the items on
your list as steps. If you’re not sure what order to place
your steps, look at an online course or the table of contents
of a book on Amazon.
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Once you have a prioritized list, add it to your personal
development plan. It’s okay to learn more than one thing
at once, but don’t overload yourself. It’s best to start with
the item at the top of the list and get it started. Once
you’re in the flow and comfortable with a new skill and you
feel you have the time, add the second item. If ever you
feel overloaded, save the lower priority items for later.
The term ‘resource inventory’ sounds complicated, but it’s
really very basic. It just means all the things you need to
get started working toward your goals. Your inventory
shows you what learning and implementation resources
you already have, and what you need to gain in order to
move forward. It’s an important part of any personal
development plan.
Start with Your Goal and Work Backward

Start with your goal. It can be your main overall goal or
one small goal that’s a step along the way to a big one.
Make a list of all the things you need in order to reach that
goal. These things could be skills, information resources,
software programs, tutorials, tools, office supplies, or abso‐
lutely anything else you’ll use along the way. To keep from
adding things that aren’t so necessary, beside each item
write why you need it.
What You Have and What You Need

Now, divide this list into two categories–what you have
already and what you need to gain. Make sure you do a
good search of your hard drive and bookshelf for any
learning programs or books since you may have forgotten
what you already own.
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For skills, it can be a little more difficult to assess whether
you have sufficient expertise, but try your best. Ask yourself
whether the skill level is enough to achieve what you need
to do. Take the list of items you already have and set it
aside. You’re going to focus on getting the things you need.
Make a Plan

Take each of the items that you need to get and ask your‐
self several questions:
Where can I find this?
By when do I need it?
How much is it going to cost?
If there are any of these questions, you can’t answer off
the bat, do some online research. Look at the answers to
the question ‘when do I need it’ and make a priority list
with the things you need soonest at the top.
Online Advice

For software programs, tutorials, information resources and
everything else except skills get online and look for advice
on what to get. For example, read reviews of software
packages to figure out which is the most suitable for you.
Don’t buy without doing your research.
Shop around for information resources especially. For
example, if your list contains a forum where you’ll interact
and promote your site, look at a lot of forums before
choosing the best one. This will save you time later.
Creating an inventory and getting all the things you need
may be a long and involved project if you are learning
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something that requires a lot of tools and resources. Don’t
tackle it all at once. Instead, set a daily goal of either
putting together X number of resources or spending a
certain amount of time gathering what you need. For
example, spend an hour a day on it. Also, as you work on
your inventory, pay attention because you’ll sometimes find
an essential item that you missed.

5

CHOOSE THE RIGHT TRAINING

W

hen I was little, my parents made sure that my
little brother, and I showered before going to bed.

But we hated it.
So one night, it was bedtime and both of us had to shower.
But, we were playing and did NOT want to shower.
And, my Dad had to come up with a game to decide fairly
who showers first. This game played out many nights in
our home. To play the game, my brother and I had to
draw straws to see who showers first.
So on this particular night, dad grabbed a red and white
straw from under the gas stove and cut the straw into two;
a long straw and a short one.
My younger brother, Sammy screams, "I get to draw first,"
and without hesitation, he forwards his little fingers eager
to grab one of the two cut straws.
I then gripped the remaining straw.
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But, before we pulled, Sammy had second thoughts about
his choice and reluctantly, changed his mind.
I agreed with the change, and then, both of us pulled our
straw.
We held our straws together side by side. And I left Sammy
holding the short straw. He lost the contest and had to
shower first. And he cried as he headed towards the
bathroom.
And this happens to you. Your instincts are right the first
time, but reluctantly you second guess your first decision.
Because you think you can't be right. That’s what you've
been told by other people who know less than you.
Sammy's instincts knew the winning straw, but at the last
minute, fear of loss and failure changed his mind.
Now, let’s talk about training. The Internet is full of great
training programs to help you achieve success in any area
of your life. Your email inbox is probably flooded with
them. The real challenge isn't finding one, but deciding
which one is right for you. Once, you found one, stick to it
and see it through. Don't be tempted to give up before you
start. Don't do what Sammy did and end up with the short
straw.
Before you hit the 'Order Now' button, here are some
things to consider.
Putting It to Work for You
The most important thing to ask yourself before buying
any type of training is whether you're going to use it for
your business right now. If you're not, it's just going to be
another digital product taking up space on your hard drive.
Most of us have entire collections of training programs
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and ebooks that we never got around to, and this is a
shame because it's a waste of valuable information and
money.
Think about what you need right now, based on your
learning priorities, and look for a training program that
meets those needs. Focus on your goal and choose the
program based on whether it'll get you there. Most impor‐
tantly, it has to be something you'll start using today.
Assess Your Schedule

Any training program is going to take time to work
through, so ask yourself whether you have the time to do
it. For best results, work on it a little each day, or as close to
daily as possible. If you're too busy, it'll sit on your hard
drive collecting dust. Before buying anything, look at your
schedule and decide when will be your training time.
Do You Really Need It?

Sometimes a training program sounds so good or you hear
such great things about it, you want to buy it ASAP. But do
you really need it? This is critical to think about. There are
some tasks that you can outsource, delegate to others, or
automate. Most training requires a decent size investment
of time and energy, and the result may not be worth it.
What Are People Saying?

Research each product you're considering and see what
reviews are saying. Keep in mind that some websites have
'payola' reviews where the company itself has hired a
ghostwriter to review it. You can avoid these by looking at
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legitimate review sites and not websites just for this one
product. Take everything with a grain of salt. Look espe‐
cially for honest negatives they mention about the product.
Does It Cover Everything?

By this point, you’ll have figured out what you need to
know and you have a goal for implementing it. Now, your
challenge is to find one product that covers everything you
need to know. Look at the contents on the sales page and
see if it teaches everything you need. This way, you can get
one product that's a complete package and you need
nothing else.
Have a Plan for Following Through

Lots of people start training programs enthusiastically and
full of steam, only to wander off the path halfway through.
You get busy; you lose interest, new ideas come along, etc.
Distractions happen and before you know it a month has
passed without you touching the learning material. If you
make sure you have a plan for following through, this is far
less likely to happen. Decide when you want to have the
program completed and divide it into sections to keep
yourself on track.

6

SET OBJECTIVES BEFORE YOU START
LEARNING

I

n his book ‘I Can’t Accept Not Trying: Michael Jordan on the
Pursuit of Excellence’, the famous basketball player wrote
the following about setting goals

I approach everything step by step…. I had always
set short-term goals. As I look back, each one of the
steps or successes led to the next one. When I got cut
from the varsity team as a sophomore in high school, I
learned something. I knew I never wanted to feel that
bad again….So I set a goal of becoming a starter on
the varsity. That’s what I focused on all summer.
When I worked on my game, that’s what I thought
about. When it happened, I set another goal, a
reasonable, manageable goal that I could realistically
achieve if I worked hard enough….I guess I
approached it with the end in mind. I knew exactly
where I wanted to go, and I focused on getting there.
As I reached those goals, they built on one another. I
gained a little confidence every time I came through.
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The excerpt reminded me of failing my school exams. I
was getting D's and E's in most subjects and I needed A's
or B's to get the grades to make it to University. But I real‐
ized, even at fifteen years old, I needed to set myself goals
to get there. The first thing I did was to get C's before even
thinking about how to get A's. I had to perfect the first step
and then move onto subjects I found really hard. I had to
take those small steps to build my confidence and set a
measure of success. I know if I tried to go from D's to A's
overnight, I'd open myself up to all kinds of frustration. All
those steps were a piece of the puzzle. They all came
together to form a picture. I didn't end up getting A's in
everything, but I still considered it a success. Step by step, I
can't see any other way of accomplishing anything.
The most effective learning happens when you set goals for
yourself. Whether you're attending a conference, taking an
online course, reading an eBook or doing an online class,
having clear goals in your mind helps you filter out content
that’s irrelevant. Instead, you can focus on all the parts that
will help you meet your ultimate aim.
Limit It to One

You might have a lot of different reasons for taking a
course. It may offer benefits in different areas of your life.
However, we learn best when we narrow it down to just
one. Otherwise, you're trying to do everything at once and
not getting any one thing done well. You'll get distracted
and overwhelmed. Take all of your reasons for studying
the course and narrow them down to just the one that's
most important. Ask yourself: If you take just one thing
away from this course, what will it be?
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Make Your Aim Specific

When you take a course and learn something new, you
want to integrate it with your life. So, your aim should
relate directly to your business or your life. For example,
taking a weight loss course because you want to lose weight
is an adequate objective; but an even better one is to take
the course so that you can impress people at your high
school reunion. If you're learning HTML, your aim might
be to improve your computer skills and understanding of
the Internet. But a far better one is to learn it so you can
create a website for your business.
Post Your Goal Everywhere

Take your aim and post it everywhere possible. Write it
down and hang it above your computer so it's always visi‐
ble. Carry it around on a little piece of paper. Tell all of
your friends on Facebook about it and blog about it. The
more you put words to your goal, the more real it becomes
to you. Plus, the more you tell people about it, the more
you feel you have to follow through.
Set Your Schedule

No goal ever gets done without a deadline. Choose a date
for finishing the course. Then, work backwards from that
date and break the course into chunks. For example, if
you've got eight videos in a training program to get
through and you decide you want it done in one month,
that's two sections a week. You can always change the date
slightly if it's too much or too little, but don't make a habit
of pushing aside your learning time. And don't forget to
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allow time for exercises and other components of the
course.
Get Exactly What You Need from It

Here's a story that'll blow you away. You probably know
that there are $10,000+ seminars offered by big-name
gurus offline. You know that if you pay that much to
attend, you're going to get the most out of the program.
Well, there are some attendees who leave in the middle and
they're the best students.
Why is that? It's because they learned exactly what they
needed to know. They met their learning aim halfway
through the course, so why bother with the rest? Anything
more would have distracted them from the reason they
were there. It sounds crazy, but it illustrates an important
point. For best results, let your aim guide you in your learn‐
ing. Don't bother with anything that doesn't help you meet
that objective.

7

LIMIT YOUR LEARNING TIME

L

ife is a continuous cycle of learning and growth. It is
perhaps the most important thing you'll ever do. But
it's entirely possible to spend too much time learning and
not taking action on what you learn. Some people turn
into information junkies who spend all their time filling
their heads but then get no results from what they just took
in. In reality, taking action is part of the learning process
itself.
Knowledge vs. Experience

There are two types of learning–through knowledge and
through experience. Take learning a language for example.
When you study a language, you have to cram your head
full of vocabulary, phrases and grammar rules. Without
these, you can't speak. But even with all of these words,
you still may not speak coherently. An important compo‐
nent to language learning - in fact, more important than
knowledge - is learning to use that knowledge. You also
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have to practice speaking and listening or you'll never
become a competent speaker.
The same thing is true of everything else you learn. You
can study the best marketing books on the planet and you'll
have a head full of book knowledge. But until you put
those principles to use, you don't really know anything at
all. When you put what you learn into action, that's when
you truly grow.
Your Daily Maximum Learning Time

It's good to set a maximum daily learning time for a couple
of reasons. For one thing, it keeps you from over-learning.
It also allows you plenty of time to put what you learned
into action. In addition, there's only so much you can
absorb in one sitting. When you spend too much time
filling your head with knowledge, you get burned out and
can't concentrate on additional information.
What's the right balance? One recommended standard for
Internet marketers is 1 hour of learning for every 4 hours
of working. That's quite a bit of learning, actually, but
we've got a lot to learn. For others, the amount of
maximum learning time may be less.
How to Limit Your Time

The easiest way to manage your learning time is to set
aside a certain number of hours each day or week. During
this time, focus on doing nothing but learning and do
nothing else. Try to do your study sessions in the same
place and in the same way. It helps to have a ritual to get
your mind into learning mode; for example, making a cup
of coffee.
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Before you start the course, decide how you're going to put
it into action. Decide on an objective - a concrete task
you're going to do. As you learn, make a list of action steps
to help you get closer to that goal. While working through
the course, you'll read things that inspire you to take this
action, and you shouldn't hesitate to do so. But make sure
each action aligns with your goals.
Don't let your action list get too long. It might be a good
idea to schedule action time as well as learning time.
Remember that it's just as important to the learning
process, if not more so.
Put all of this down in your personal development plan.
This way, you can chart your progress as you work your
way through the course. Always keep in mind that experi‐
ence is the greatest teacher. Once you complete the course
and you're ready to implement what you've learned, this is
where real learning occurs as you see the results of your
actions.

8

HOLD YOURSELF ACCOUNTABLE

I

used to manage a large team of people in a bank. This
was an operational team in a Call Centre and often
customers would ask to speak to the manager when things
were going wrong. I usually ended up getting an earbashing three of four times a day from irate customers. I
noticed when I investigated what went wrong with team
members; they externalized what led to the issues. In most
cases, they looked to find fault with others and avoid
personal accountability.
It is easy to make excuses, play the victim, feel a sense of
entitling meant or procrastinate. But research. has shown
when you feel accountable for your work, you are more
likely to continue to solving problems and achieving goals.
However, this is also true for ourselves. And particularly
when we're looking to learn something new. Taking initial
action and putting it to use is the easiest part. What's truly
difficult is finishing the course and following through on
what you learned. In order to get all the way through the
important parts of a course, you need to be accountable.
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This means that you need to hold yourself to your goal of
getting it done.
Accountability Partners

One of the best ways to hold yourself accountable is to get
an accountability partner. If you tell someone what you’re
going to do, it makes you much less likely to quit in the
middle. You tell them your plan and they help to keep you
on track. They do their job just by listening to you. You
can do the same thing in return for them. There's nothing
else an accountability partner really needs to do, other
than to check in regularly to discuss your progress.
Choosing an Accountability Partner

Your accountability partner can be a friend, coach, mentor,
spouse, colleague, family member… just about anybody. It
doesn't matter who the person is, but it should be someone
who has a positive influence on you. They should believe
that you're going to follow through on your promise.
It's usually a good idea to ask a third party that's unin‐
volved in the process and has no vested interest. If they're
acting in their own interests, they won't be able to offer you
the unconditional support that you need. It's not really
such a tremendous responsibility; they mostly need to just
be there to listen.
How to Use All of Your Acquaintances as Accountability
Partners

There's a great way to use everyone you know as de facto
accountability partners. Announce your plans and chart
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your progress on social media sites like Facebook and Twit‐
ter. You'll have a really hard time giving up when you know
that you have to announce it to your 250+ friends and
followers! You'll stay on track just to avoid the comments
it’ll draw.
Join a Group

You can also join a group of people in the same boat as
you. There are online groups and forums with every
interest under the sun. Find one related to what you're
doing and join. Then, introduce yourself to the group and
tell them what you're doing. You'll find plenty of support in
an excellent forum, and tips on how to learn.
Journaling Your Progress

You don't actually need anybody else to have accountabil‐
ity. You can be accountable to yourself by keeping a jour‐
nal. You can do this publicly by keeping a blog, or you can
simply write daily in a notebook. Writing it down has
several other benefits as well, like letting you see your
progress day by day and helping to clarify your goals and
what you're doing to reach them.
The More Accountability, the Better

The best strategy is to take a few of these methods and
combine them. Write in your journal and also keep a
running commentary on your social media sites. Ask a
friend to be your accountability partner while also drawing
support from an online group. The more support you can
get, the better.

9

MOTIVATE BY MEASURING SUCCESS

A

friend of mine was at a talk given by Angelo
Dundee, one of the greatest boxing trainers in the
history of America.
Then, following his advice after the talk, my friend started
asking questions.
And he asked Dundee, “Who is the hardest working athlete you
ever trained?”
He didn’t say the best.
Neither did he say strongest.
He said the hardest-working.
And Dundee said, “Oh, that’s easy. I was the cornerman that
trained 15 champions throughout his career, including Sugar Ray
Leonard, George Foreman, and many other talented athletes. But amid
these people, one person stood out. And that was Muhammad Ali. Ali
was not only hardworking, but he was also head and shoulders above
everybody else in work ethic.”
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My friend knew Ali was great, but he didn’t know he was
that hard of a worker. That got him motivated to read
biographies of Ali. And he found this quote from him.

I hated every minute of training, but I said to myself,
‘Don’t quit. Suffer now, and I could spend the rest of
my life as a champion.
After reading everything he could find about Ali, my friend
went back to Dundee and asked him another question:
"The first time you met Muhammad Ali, did you know he was gonna
be great?"
Dundee said…
"No. The time I knew he was going to be a great fighter was when he
got hit on the chin one night, and he was out on the way down. But
when his butt hit the canvas, his eyes popped open, and he woke up.
That's when I knew. I also understood that all he needed then when a
cornerman to guide him to greatness"
And that’s my point here. It takes a great cornerman to
guide you and motivate you. This is very true in your
career and personal life. And it's no different for starting
and growing a profitable business online.
When you first start a new training program or course, you
choose that person as your cornerman. You're enthusiastic
and excited. It's a whole unknown world for you. But after
weeks of challenges and difficulties, your motivation wanes
and it's easy to get knocked off track. Having a system for
accountability can help you stick to your plan, but it won’t
necessarily maintain the initial spark of your enthusiasm.
The best way to stay motivated is to chart your progress.
When your motivation weakens, you can look back and see
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how far you've come. You'll impress yourself and it'll seem
like too much of a shame to quit now.
What You've Learned

It's important to keep track of what you've learned. A great
way to do this is by keeping a journal. Your journal entries
can be as short as you'd like, but note what progress you've
made.
When you need motivation, go back into the early pages of
your journal. You'll see yourself weeks or months ago
struggling with the very basics. It's like a high school kid
looking at their books from kindergarten. This will put
things in perspective for you and give you renewed
inspiration.
What You've Implemented

Looking back at what you've implemented is even more
powerful. You should also include this in your journal.
When you use what you've learned, you get results. No
matter how small these results may be, they'll help you stay
motivated. You'll see how what you're learning has an
impact in actual life. Keep a list of concrete actions and
their results.
The Effect on Your Business and Life

Another strategy that helps you see your progress is to ask
yourself whether you're better off today than you were
before you started. The answer will be 'yes.' For example, if
you've been taking a course on starting your online busi‐
ness and it's just getting off the ground, this should give
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you a spark of inspiration. No matter how meager the
change for the better is, it's still a change for the better.
Teaching What You've Learned

A great way to measure your success and also reinforce
what you've learned is to teach others. When you teach a
subject, you have to know it thoroughly front and back.
You'll discover where the gaps in your knowledge are, and
you can go back and study these. You know you’ve
mastered a skill when you’re able to teach others to imple‐
ment the same thing. One good way to teach others is by
blogging about the topic.
Look for Evidence of Success

Whenever you look back over your progress, look for
evidence of success. Too often we look for evidence of fail‐
ure, or we cannot see the obvious instances of success that
are staring us in the face. Think positively and look for
achievements that show that you have implemented what
you learned. Write them down on your own personal
“brag sheet” so you can refer to them when teaching
others as well.

10

GET BACK ON TRACK

W

henever you’re trying to learn anything new, there
will always be times when you’ll get off track.
Even with accountability and motivation systems in place,
when things get tough, it puts your resolve to the test. Your
determination wanes and all the distractions become more
distracting. You need to develop strategies for getting back
on track when this inevitably happens. The key is to under‐
stand why you’re losing interest.
Not Seeing Results

It’s easy to get off track when you can’t see the results of
your actions. You may compare yourself today with when
you were just starting out and see little change. However,
it’s all in the eye of the beholder. Before you write yourself
off, look more closely. To some extent, you see what you
want to see, and when you’re suffering from burnout, nega‐
tivity, stress or lack of motivation, you may miss seeing
your many successes.
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Not Enough Time

It takes time to both learn and implement the things you’re
learning. It’s easy to get off track when you’re not devoting
the time it needs. Before you give up, try out some new
time management strategies to carve out more time in your
schedule. Make sure that your learning sessions are regular
and, if not, set a certain time of the day or week for them.
Time out of Balance

You may devote enough time to the learning process, but
it’s not balanced well between studying and implementing.
In particular, it’s easy to overcrowd your brain. This
happens when you spend all of your time filling your head
with information but not taking action on it. Your real
learning occurs when you take the content that you just
study and start using it in real life. Make sure you’re taking
enough action and lessen your studying time if you
need to.
Just a Waste of Time

It might be better to get off course–permanently. Your
wandering may tell you that the program isn’t what you
need right now. It may not be helping you get closer to
your goal. The training might be falling short of your
expectations. If this is the case, take a break and ask your‐
self if it’s really what you need right now. If it’s not, all of
that commitment is a waste of time.
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Lack of Confidence

Confidence issues may throw you off track. If you believe
you can’t do it or don’t deserve the success you’re aiming
for, it’ll poison your learning efforts. Reaffirm to yourself
that you can do it and you should do it. Look at your past
successes for inspiration. Slow the course down if you feel
you’re getting in over your head or moving too fast. When
you implement and get feedback, this will also help with
your confidence.
Take a Break

Sometimes when you really lose focus, it just means you
need a break. You may be getting burned out. You’re
thinking about quitting but what you actually need is just a
few days off. If you need a break, take it and come back to
the course with your full energy and attention, ready to
learn and tackle new challenges.

PART II

IDENTIFY YOUR NICHE

11

INTRODUCTION TO MARKET NICHE

A

giant ship engine failed. The ship's owners tried one
expert after another, but none of them could figure
out how to fix the engine.
Then they brought in an old man who had been fixing
ships since he was a young. He carried a large bag of tools
with him, and when he arrived, he immediately went to
work.
He inspected the engine very carefully, top to bottom.
Two of the ship's owners were there, watching this man,
hoping he would know what to do. After looking things
over, the old man reached into his bag and pulled out a
small hammer.
He gently tapped something. Instantly, the engine lurched
into life. He carefully put his hammer away.
The engine was fixed! A week later, the owners received a
bill from the old man for $10,000.
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"What?!" the owners exclaimed. "He hardly did anything!"
So they wrote the old man a note saying, "Please send us
an itemized bill."
The man sent a bill that read:
Tapping with a hammer…$2.00
Knowing where to tap… $ 9,998.00
Effort is important, but knowing where to make an effort in
your life makes all the difference.
Now you might be thinking, “Why is Phil telling me this
story?”
Successful business owners online and off agree that
“When you fail to plan, you plan to fail.” What is the most
crucial element of preparing a business plan? You must
first identify the niche - or identify where to tap - to maxi‐
mize the value of what you offer.
Do this correctly and your business will not only match
your passions, but it will also go a long way towards
meeting all your financial needs. Unfortunately, some
entrepreneurs rush headlong into starting a business before
they have narrowed their market niche. That can be fatal
to the success of your business in the long term.
If you don’t narrow down your market significantly, you try
to please too many people. This mass-market approach
leaves you battling larger businesses that are established
leaders in that field.
When choosing a niche for your business, you can also go
too narrow. This can produce a tiny client or prospect
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pool. So, even if you become a leader in your micro-niche,
you may not earn enough to meet your financial needs.
This chapter is all about to help you solve that “too wide”
or “too narrow” market approach many entrepreneurs
adopt.

12

FIND YOUR PERFECT TARGET MARKET

I

n this chapter, I’m going to focus on one simple idea–
when you love what you do AND you’re good at it, you
effortlessly and automatically improve your chances of
success.
This has been proven time and again, in just about every
type of business. The problem is discovering exactly what
marketplace best suits your talents, one that delivers both
short- and long-term profitability as well.
Here’s how you can start identifying the Venn between
what you love and what you’re skilled at. Start by iden‐
tifying:
What do you enjoy doing and talking about?
What gets you “fired up”? What type of business
would you be running if it guaranteed you
success?
Are there specific tasks or activities that you prefer
to work on? What job duties do you look forward
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to tackling? Focus on markets that require these
aspects of running your business.
What projects do you absolutely dread? Are there
any types of businesses that you definitely
wouldn’t get involved in? Even if those markets
look very attractive financially, your chances for
success diminish if you launch a business you
don’t really love.
What do your friends and family members say are
your strongest points and character traits? Ask for
input from those people you respect. The answers
could surprise you.
What are you great at? Does your particular
expertise in a certain area match up with your
interests? If so, you have found the perfect market
for narrowing down your business niche.
Think about the people you surround yourself
with. Who do you relate to effortlessly? What
types of people seem to understand you clearly?
Look for similarities among these individuals. You
could spot a need or desire those people have
which could make a great base for a niche market.
When you think about your desires, is there
something missing in the current marketplace? Is
there a particular product you wish was available
that is not being offered? Sometimes filling a
personal need leads to the discovery of an
overlooked market that is practically begging for
someone to offer a solution or service.
What are the popular trends in your areas of
interest? Can you spot where your market is
heading? Google Trends, Bing Social, Yahoo!
Search Clues and YouTube Trends are excellent
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online tools for uncovering hot current products,
as well as the direction of a particular
marketplace.
“Niching Down” a Current Business to Discover New
Opportunities

Perhaps you are not launching a new business. Maybe you
have a business which is up and running. Whether or not
your operation is successful, you can discover profitable
new opportunities by narrowing your focus. Alternatively,
you may simply want to define your marketplace in a much
clearer manner. Both strategies provide potential business
opportunities which may have been staring you in the face.
I mentioned in the introduction how important it is to
build a niche market business. When you fight the massmarket, you are up against Goliaths which have already
established themselves as leaders in your field. This makes
it difficult to build a successful business presence in that
market.
That is why you may want to take a second look at your
current business model.
If you have a current list of customers or prospects in your
field, ask their opinion. Tell them you are looking to
provide value to the marketplace. Ask them pointedly what
accessories or extras could improve their customer experi‐
ence. If you have several already in mind, ask them to rank
those ideas.
You should also conduct a demographic study. This is
where you look at your customer base and see exactly what
they have in common. Why do they prefer your business or
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service over those offered by your competitors? Are your
best and happiest customers in a particular age group,
geographical region, or at a specific income level?
Think of your “perfect client” or customer. Why do you
like working with them so much? What character traits do
they display that you wish all of your customers and
prospects possessed? Targeting just those types of
customers and asking them what problems they are having
in their life could reveal a niche marketing gold mine with
a ready-made prospecting pool.
These questions provide valuable insights into your
marketplace, which can uncover new niche market oppor‐
tunities.
Should You Niche or Micro Niche?

By now, you understand the benefits of narrowing your
business focus. But when should you stop “niching down”
and launch your business? The opposite question is also a
valid one. How do you know if you have narrowed your
market enough?
To help you answer these questions, you need to know the
difference between niche marketing and micro niche
marketing.
I would consider the Health and Wellness industry a
mass-market. This contains all products and services
related to emotional, mental and physical health and wellbeing. One specific niche market which is a subset of
Health and Wellness is Alternative Healing.
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This could include topics like Acupuncture, Acupressure,
Meditation, Yoga, Herbal Remedies, and Aromatherapy
among others. I would consider those micro niches.
Once you recognize where your abilities intersect with your
ambitions, you will know whether to launch a niche busi‐
ness or a micro niche business. For instance, you could
create a company that delivers general Alternative Healing
products and solutions. This would be a niche company.
If your skills and interests aspirations are more suited for a
specific alternative healing field like Aromatherapy, then
operating a micro niche business is probably your best
move.
Just remember that there is no “one-size-fits-all solution”
when you are narrowing the focus of your business selec‐
tion. Some entrepreneurs are happy delivering niche solu‐
tions for their customers. Still others are more suited for
niching down even further, providing very specific solutions
to a small and clearly defined micro niche customer base.
A few more examples of niches and micro niches:
A niche could be Cat Food. A micro-niche could
be British Blue Pedigree Cat Food
A niche could be Online Dating. A micro-niche
could be Christian Online Dating Services for
Baby Boomers
•A niche could be Health Insurance. A micro-niche could
be Health Insurance for New Parents
Will this step in the business niche selection process take
some time? Undoubtedly it will. In every case, this is time
well invested. The more time and thought you spend in the
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discovery step of the niche identification process, the more
perfectly suited your business will be to your passions and
abilities. We can narrow down micro niches even further.
Just be sure that if you decide to open a business special‐
izing in organic food for British Blue cats over 10 years of
age (micro-micro niche), that there is enough of a market‐
place to be profitable.

13

EVALUATE THE POTENTIAL FOR
SUCCESS

U

p to this point, you’ve focused a lot on self-appraisal.
You have spent a lot of time identifying your skills
and interests. This step is crucial to launching and main‐
taining a successful business in any market.
You seem more sincere and authentic when you address
your prospects regarding topics you are passionate about.
This gives instant credibility to your business. It also means
you spend quality time on things you enjoy. This comes
across in how you communicate with your prospective
customers and clients and leads to a better chance of
success.
Now you need to examine the market you uncovered in the
previous chapter. You must appraise it so you can diagnose
whether that niche is valuable. Even if you enjoy working
in a particular niche and working with specific clients, it
will not be a sustainable business model if you can’t make a
living from it.
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The following ideas will reveal if the niche you selected can
be profitable:
Is there an existing demand for products and
services in your chosen market? In rare cases, you
will offer something never seen before. In most cases,
however, some competition is a good sign (more on that
later). You’ll know if there is a ready-made market and
customer base for your offer if you see similar products
and services available through competitors.
Will you be focusing on products and services, or
a particular customer type? Product and service
niches usually target a narrow prospect pool. A customerbased niche doesn’t focus on anyone particular product or
service. Instead, you must tailor niche market business
solutions to certain audiences.
Can you add value to this business segment? Think
about how the overlap between your skills, passions, and
expertise can benefit potential customers. If you are
entering the marketplace as a Facebook Ads specialist, you
will need to differentiate your service from the competition;
what unique advantage do you bring? Simply releasing a
service that is identical to your competitors’ is unlikely to
lead to success.
Can you provide a solution in a way that is new
and innovative? If so, you could become the market
leader. Having a unique value proposition (UVP) identifies
your product or service as the only logical choice for
anyone in your niche marketplace. Functionality combined
with originality means you can dominate your market and
eliminate the possibility of choice… if you can identify a
unique way to offer value-based products and services.
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Testing a Market’s Financial Potential

The above considerations can give you a rough sense of
whether a particular market will meet your financial goals.
Now you need to drill down further and gauge the earning
potential of any marketplace.
It doesn’t matter if you deliver physical goods or virtual
services. Whether you will run an online or offline business
is not important either. Take the following steps and you
can determine if you have a chance for financial success in
your chosen market.
Let Google Do the Work

The most popular search engine in the world is Google.
Used properly, it can reveal some pertinent information
concerning the potential profitability of any business.
Here is what you do:
Type the broad name of your niche into Google’s
search engine, with no quotation marks. A recent
search for “Online dating” turned up over 1
billion results. It is going to be hard to break into
such a vast market. However, Googling
“Christian dating services for baby boomers”
returned 85 times less. Try to aim for
markets that deliver less than one million
results.
Repeat the process. This time, look for listings
marked by an “Ad” or “Ads” icon. If there are
several companies advertising services in
your niche marketplace, that is a powerful
sign. This is where Google places paid
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advertisements. There is money to make in that
market, if companies will pay for expensive
Google pay-per-click (PPC) advertisements.
Type industry-specific keywords and phrases into
Google’s search engine, with quotation marks
surrounding the terms. Using the above example,
“Christian dating services for baby boomers”
returns just 5 results! This tells you it will be
relatively easy to rank web pages with that
specific keyword phrase. Do this for other
important words and phrases that you think
people might search for in your niche.
Google Ads Keyword Planner reveals how many
people search for certain phrases and words every
month. Select “Discover New Keywords”. Under
“Option 1: Enter keywords”, list the keywords you
are researching. Click on the blue “Get search
volume” button. You will see the average monthly
search volume for those terms. Google also
shows whether your competition is easy,
medium or hard, and they provide pay per
click bids rates if you want to advertise
with Google. The other thing you can check is if
companies are paying affiliate commission to sell
products and services in your niche market. Type
your niche market name followed by the words
“affiliate program” into Google, without the
quotation marks. If you see a list of affiliates, you
know those companies are making money.
Head Over to Amazon and YouTube

Former Google Executive, Eric Schmidt, stated that,
“Really, our biggest search competitor is Amazon.” You
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may have read that YouTube is the second biggest search
engine in the world. This is correct, but here is something
you may not have known… Google owns YouTube. So the
largest competitive search engine after Google isn’t
YouTube. It is Amazon.
That means you should type your business niche into
Amazon and see how many products, services, and books
populate. Several thousand listings reveal a potentially
profitable market. Using Google and Amazon to explore
your marketplace is a smart move, whether you have an
online or offline business.
The same is true for YouTube. The YouTube search engine
provides strategies, video tips, product specifics, and service
ideas you can use in your own business. Again, you want a
few thousand YouTube search engine results to select a
niche where customers are spending money.
Other Profitability Considerations

Once you’ve explored Google, Amazon and YouTube,
there are a few more things you can do to assess your idea’s
potential for success.
Competition

I mentioned above how to use Google and the Google Ads
Keyword Planner to uncover your level of competition.
You can also review the first few pages of Google search
results when you search for the name of your niche
market. These are the companies that Google finds most
suitable to people searching for products, services, and
solutions in that niche.
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Spend some time looking at these websites. What do they
have in common? What are they not doing very well?
Pretend you are a customer in your niche market and see
how you feel about those companies. This can show how
difficult or easy it will be to compete in this niche.
If every business listed on the first couple of pages of
Google search results for your niche market is a big, recog‐
nizable brand name, you may have trouble competing in
that industry.
Understanding Demographics

Alexa and Quantcast are online tools that reveal a wealth
of demographic information concerning your niche. This
is important knowledge you cannot live without. You may
find that a particular market has tens of thousands of web
searches each month.
If your customer demographics reveal a low-income level
and you are offering an expensive product, it may doom
your business before you get started.
Online and off-line trade journals, magazines, groups,
forums, “meet up” groups and industry-specific organiza‐
tions are all excellent resources for understanding the
demographics that make up your marketplace.
Product or Service Availability and Future

Try to find out if a similar service to the one you are
offering is available locally. If you have to battle retail
giants with thousands of national outlets, you are going to
have serious business problems.
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The opposite is also true. If you are the only place to turn
to for a unique niche offering, it is much easier to generate
sales and profit.
You’ll need to explore two possibilities for future business
success. Concerning future business success. First consider
unique products not yet created. Second consider and the
repeatability of sales for current goods or services. Dispos‐
able razors do not make for a very sexy business topic.
However, you have guaranteed repeat sales by your current
customers, and a stream of future customers as teenagers
grow into adulthood. That kind of “must-have” disposable,
repeat-purchase, product guarantees future sales.
It is harder to look into the future and imagine what types
of products or services you could someday offer which are
not available. You can, however, get an idea about the
longevity of your prospective niche. Buggy whip sales‐
people saw the writing on the wall when motorized vehi‐
cles became commercially available to the masses.
Cost of Entry

You must understand how much capital you will need to
launch your business. Most small businesses fail within
three years of opening their brick-and-mortar or virtual
doors. Approximately half of those that survive three years
in business never see their fifth anniversary.
In most cases this is because most entrepreneurs underesti‐
mate the amount of money needed to start, run, and grow
a business. Here’s where the Internet once again provides a
lot of valuable information. Type the name of your niche
market, followed by the words “startup capital” into your
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favorite search engine. Knowing this information is essen‐
tial to launching and maintaining a successful business.

14

NICHE IT DOWN

T

hink about uncovering your ideal business niche like
drilling for oil. You must dig deep enough to receive
a payoff. If you dig too far down, or not in the right spot,
you will miss your target. That is what niching down is all
about. You have to “dig” down deeply enough, in the right
marketplace (one matching your interests and skills), to find
the perfect niche for you (you’ve struck oil!).
This chapter will give you specific tools that help you
narrow down to an attractive business possibility. By attrac‐
tive, I mean one that suits your interests and talents but can
also produce profitability. By getting a clear picture of the
dynamics of smaller markets within a larger niche, you will
know exactly when to “stop digging” and begin building
your business.
The Power of Customer Profiles

If you don’t know who your customers are, you are
running your business on chance and luck. When you
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know everything about your ideal customer, you can
develop a very specific marketing plan aimed directly at the
needs and problems that the customer has.
Therefore, find out everything there is to know about your
customers and prospects. When you identify the following
client traits and characteristics, you start to see sub-niches
that can successfully narrow your business focus even more.
Gender
Age
Income
Buying patterns, habits
Level of education
Affiliations (social, religious, etc.)
Hobbies and interests
Geographical information
Customer input after purchase
Other characteristics
A quick web search for “customer profile software”, “cus‐
tomer tracking spreadsheet”, “customer relationship
management”, or some similar phrase will yield readymade solutions to help you identify possible sub-niches for
your business.
Once you compile this information, study it
closely. Your business plan and marketing will be vastly
different if you are going after 20 to 30-year-old single
females as opposed to retired male Baby Boomers. In many
cases digging just a little bit deeper will deliver a smaller,
more focused customer base that is not being served
properly.
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Data mining companies compile mounds of customer-rele‐
vant data across multiple niches and marketplaces. You can
purchase customer profile information from these compa‐
nies to speed up sifting through all of this data.
Specific Internet Tools for Niching Down

I mentioned Google Ads Keyword Planner in the previous
chapter as a great tool for helping you test a niche.
However, there are multiple tools, both free and paid, that
can help you drill down on your niche even further. These
are tools that help you search for all types of niches and
micro niches that could be profitable.
Here are just a few examples of tools you can try for doing
more search and analysis of niches:
Paid

Paid tools will typically give you far more information than
you could get from a free research tool. Most of the
following will give you data on search volume/traffic,
competitors, profitability potential, domain ranking, and
more.
Market Samurai – Free trial version available. One time
price for software that downloads to your computer.
About $149.
Long Tail Pro - Get trial version for free. $25 to $98 a
month for various package offers.
SEMRush – Packages from $99.95 to $399.95 per month.
Excellent keyword analysis.
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Alexa – 14-day free trial then different levels start at $19.95
for very basic analytics. About $79/month to include
keyword research tool.
Free

ClickBank – Online marketplace for digital goods. Review
what’s selling well and the earnings potential.
JVZoo – Like ClickBank, look for what’s selling well.
Amazon – Use this huge marketplace to see what’s popular
in all different niches.
Google Ads Keyword Planner – Look for search volumes
for different niche phrases. Will not show you buyer intent
for potential profitability.
Google Trends - Use to find trends over time for certain
search terms, their popularity, and locations in the world
where they’re searched most.
Bing Keyword Tool – Basic search volumes and trends for
keywords. Must have a Microsoft Live account (free).
WordStream Keyword Tool – Only first 10 keyword
searches are free.
If you search for “niche marketing software” you will find
plenty of other tools for locating niches and micro-niches.
What Is the Word on the Street?

We mentioned Groups and forums as great places to
uncover market demographics. They are arguably even
better for narrowing your business focus. If you are investi‐
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gating the weight loss market, joining weight loss forums
and groups is a great way to dig more deeply for a smaller,
more focused marketplace.
Quora, Yahoo Answers, StackExchange and AskMeta‐
Filter are a few of the many questions and answer sites that
are full of excellent niche market information. You can ask
your own questions and receive email notifications when
you get a response. That could take time, however. Prob‐
ably the smartest way to use question-and-answer sites is to
enter niche market keywords and phrases into their search
engines and study the results.
Your friends, family members, classmates, and coworkers
are also valuable sources of information about what people
are looking for and buying right now. Why not ask them
for their input regarding a certain niche or market?
The Power of Surveys

People love giving their opinions. Ask someone what they
think about a particular topic, and you may not have
enough free time to hang around and hear their entire
response. Put this natural inclination for speaking one’s
mind to work in your niching down process.
There are companies you can hire which will take physical
surveys. This can be costly and time-consuming, however.
Fortunately, there are plenty of great survey tools available
online. You can implement them on your website or using
your email program to gather revealing information in any
niche.
Here are a few of the top survey sites and software suites or
applications:
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Survicate
Wufoo
Survey Gizmo
Type Form
Another simple way these powerful surveying tools can
work for you is by harnessing the power of social media.
People speak freely on Facebook, Twitter and other
popular social networks. Ask their opinions regarding
certain niche markets, products and services and your
survey software collects and organizes the information.
What type of questions should you ask? You get the most
relevant and revealing information on any topic when you
ask someone about the pains they are experiencing in that
area. Ask your audience what type of challenges a certain
market service can answer for them. Look for common
responses. Find out if a particular product is being used
that you can improve. Limit your survey questions to 10 or
less for the best response rate.
The following questions are just a few you could ask your
survey audience:
What problems in this marketplace are being
overlooked?
What are the shortcomings of the current goods
and services in this niche?
Do you feel you are receiving value?
If you could create a perfect product for this
marketplace, what would it look like?
What would it take to get you to try a product or
service from another provider in this niche?
Are there any industry-relevant services or
accessories that are not being served?
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The questions you ask will probably change depending on
the type of market you are investigating. Just remember to
keep your questions and your surveys short and simple.

15

REFINING YOUR NICHE OVER TIME

H

ow important is it to constantly monitor every
aspect of your business, as well as your competi‐
tion? Consider the case of a former multibillion-dollar
Fortune 500 company.
Eastman Kodak was once the undeniable leader in photo‐
graphic film. However, in the 1990s digital photography
became commercially possible. This meant you no longer
had to load and process physical film to capture pictures
with a camera.
Digital photography promised instant gratification. You
could capture an image or video clip and view or share it
instantly. Unfortunately, Kodak did not refine their busi‐
ness model quickly enough. They were slow to change.
Because of this, when they began offering digital cameras,
picture frames, and video cameras, they commanded very
little market share. Kodak filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy
protection in 2012 because of their inability to consistently
reassess their niche definition.
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One of the first lessons in this section was to match your
business with your passions and skills. If you do this, you
can easily fall in love with your business.
Resisting Change Can be a Problem

When change is required, some business owners are resis‐
tant because they have created a business model that
matches their personality.
Don’t resist change. There is no need to change simply for
the sake of changing, but you should not resist refreshing
your offerings if all signs are pointing to this as a smart
business move.
Sometimes, you may need to simply change your
marketing approach. The actual goods and services you
offer may be perfect for your niche market. The way you
advertise them can definitely change over time, however.
More people access the Internet and the World Wide Web
from a mobile device than ever before. Web access on a
smartphone, tablet, or similar web-capable mobile
consumer electronics product has outstripped Internet
access from a desktop or laptop computer.
Many companies were slow to make their websites mobile
friendly. They wondered why sales were dipping. They
were not quick enough to change their marketing because
they either did not consistently test the needs of their
marketplace, or stubbornly refused to change.
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What questions Should You Be Asking?

The type of information you should monitor so you can
quickly change with the times will differ from one market
to another.
However, the following questions apply to just about any
niche:
Is your business still relevant?
If a monumental technological change occurred
in your marketplace, could you quickly adapt?
Is your unique value proposition still unique?
Does your company depend on onetime sales or
repeat business?
How many of your sales come from customer
referrals?
Is your business still smartly matched to your
interests and talents?
Are you focusing on the needs of your customer,
or your business?
What are your competitors doing?
These are the types of questions you should ask about your
business. Create a schedule for market evaluation regularly.
Do not skip this step in your business maintenance process.
You must consistently refine and reassess your business and
niche for long-term success and viability.
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Tools for Monitoring and Reassessing Your Business

I mentioned earlier Alexa and Quantcast regarding
tracking demographics. Survicate and Type Form were
discussed as powerful survey tools. Those tools are also
perfectly suited for quarterly, semiannual, and annual
business assessments.

Google Analytics is a free software suite. It monitors,
records, and helps you interpret a variety of information
concerning your online business. These tools can help you
decide if you need to change your marketing plan or in the
direction your business is heading.
When Should You Change Direction, and When Should
You Stay on Course?

If once-happy customers are returning at an all-time low
rate, there might be a problem somewhere. If you are the
only goods and services provider in your market, where
have all your competitors gone? Have you shown a steady
revenue decrease over time? These are all business signals
that you should never ignore.
Remember that change can be subtle. It may be smart to
continue offering your current goods and services while
adding accessories and other products which satisfy your
market’s need for change. Look at your bestselling and
most popular offerings. Implement their top qualities into
your other products, where sales are lagging.
Can you cross-market into other similar or even entirely
different niches? Many smart singers can’t be pigeonholed.
They have become successful by appealing to a wide
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variety of people. Garth Brooks became successful by
serving the Country, Pop, and Easy Listening music indus‐
tries. Your services may also serve several niches.
Look at your product from the eyes of your market. Could
it be simpler or more convenient? Can you strengthen it,
longer, bigger, faster, shorter, smaller, slower, or in some
other way more attractive and functional than it currently
is? Buy your competitors’ products and use them. Be
honest with yourself and compare them with your own
products and services.
If you operate a physical business, take exit polls. Busi‐
nesses online and off can offer free samples of new prod‐
ucts to see how they are received. Consistently offering
contests, surveys, giveaways, and promotions is a simple
way to keep your customers happy while continually
reassessing your market presence.
Once you have multiple signals pointing to a
required change, don’t sit on your hands.
Take action. Many businesses will not steer from their
appointed course, even if it appears that they are headed
for disaster. Don’t take that approach. Change when
needed and your business can satisfy your personal and
financial goals for the long term.
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SUMMARY & NEXT STEPS

C

ongratulations, you’ve reached the end of the second
part of this book. You now have everything you
need to identify the business niche that is perfect for you.
From market identification to researching potential prof‐
itability, you have absorbed a lot of information.
You’ve Learned:
You can truly achieve all your personal and
financial goals by focusing on an industry you are
passionate about.
Narrowing down to a smaller, laser-targeted
customer base means less competition and easier
sales.
Offering a product or service that you enjoy
talking about makes you attractive to your
prospects. You appear informative and helpful,
and not like you are aggressively selling anything.
You learned the steps which will identify the
perfect niche to suit your skill set and personality.
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You know how to find out if a particular niche or
market will be profitable.
You’ve picked some products or services you can
offer in your niche.
You know that successful niche marketing means
constant monitoring and possibly changing your
niche direction to fill the needs of your
marketplace.
Now it is time to take action. Look over the informa‐
tion you discovered when you performed your learning
activities. See where your skill sets, interests, and person‐
ality mesh with a prospective business niche. Use what you
learned in this course to find out if your niche is profitable.
Niche down as far as possible, remembering that a small
but starving marketplace is easier to sell to than a large
group of prospects that is mildly interested in what you
offer.
When narrowing your focus, don’t dig too deeply. That
makes finding your business difficult and may deliver too
small of a marketplace to make your business profitable.
Also, remember that niche marketing research can be time
consuming. However, the more work you do to investigate
a specific niche before launching, the easier it is to start a
business and be successful.
Above all else, get started today. When you launch a
business in a niche, you are passionate and knowledgeable
about, full of like-minded individuals waiting for your
products and services, you will never have to “work”
another day in your life.

PART III

CREATE YOUR
INFORMATION PRODUCT
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INTRODUCTION TO INFO PRODUCTS

D

eveloping your own information products
(infoproducts) is one of the fastest ways to create
additional income streams. Infoproducts like eBooks, video
courses, and audio courses offer a way to help your target
audience with informational content that gives them solu‐
tions to their problems. By publishing these products, you
not only earn money but also spread awareness of your
brand and build a relationship with your audience, which
can lead to more sales down the road. Through these prod‐
ucts, you show your expertise in your niche and your inten‐
tion to help people.
However, creating this steady stream of content can be a
daunting task. Small businesses and solo entrepreneurs are
pressed for time and may not have the resources to invest.
The daunting nature of this enterprise stops some before
they even start.
The goal of this section is to teach you quick infoproduct
development. The idea behind Fast and Fearless Informa‐
tion Products is to leverage the resources you have at hand
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and create small info products that offer enough value to
your audience to make it worthwhile, while requiring the
minimum investment of resources on your part. You can
think of these products as the smallest and most efficient
version of your product.
Creating small infoproducts rapidly not only helps you
manage your resources, it also allows you to put more out
there. With many products on the market that all answer
different questions, solve unique problems, and respond to
different needs, you’ll attract more new people to your
business and create a brand image. You’ll also have more
opportunities for feedback to help you improve.
Your goal in this course is to create infoproducts quickly by
putting together a Minimum Viable Product (MVP).
However, it still needs to meet your customer’s needs to
their satisfaction. You shouldn’t create products that fall
short of expectations and cannot deliver just because
you’re doing it quickly. The key is to to take your knowl‐
edge and pick out the amount for each product, and you’ll
learn to do that in this course.
By establishing simple systems and best practices, you’ll
create a streamlined protocol for identifying customer pain
points, performing an inventory of your knowledge and
resources, and brainstorming ideas for creating a small
product that will achieve your aims. This system will
reduce the time, stress, and resources involved in creating
information products while also increasing the profitability
of your business. Any business can implement the system,
no matter how small.
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THE BENEFITS OF INFORMATION
PRODUCT CREATION

I

n case you’re new to the idea of information product
creation, here is a brief introduction that outlines its
advantages. In the past, businesses created physical prod‐
ucts that helped people directly. In the age of the Internet,
many businesses create digital information products that
contain helpful knowledge. These are sold or given away
online, usually by download.
Here are a few of the benefits of infoproducts:
Low Overhead

Probably the biggest advantage is that there is very little
overhead. Even for a large-scale information product (not
the type we’re talking about in this course), the costs of
production are low. It’s simply a matter of gathering infor‐
mation and hiring or managing a content creator if you
can’t do it yourself. There may be technical costs as well,
such as web hosting or software fees.
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Aside from some minimal charges for software that you
may choose to employ, delivery can be absolutely cost-free.
There are no shipping charges. You put your product on
your website or a standalone site designed for the product,
and the customer simply downloads it. It’s a simple trans‐
action and there’s no inventory for you to deal with.
Growing Popularity and Availability

The popularity of information products has been steadily
on the rise for years. This is due in part to general accep‐
tance. A decade ago, more people would’ve balked at the
idea of paying for what’s essentially a PDF. Now, it’s quite
common. A customer will pay for an information product
if it addresses their needs. The spread of Amazon Kindle,
smartphone podcast players, and other delivery systems
has also earned information products wider acceptance.
Today’s products and courses often include audio (expert
interviews) and video (step-by-step) modules that allow
your customer to “watch over your shoulder as you
perform the steps”. The wider availability of fast, reliable
broadband internet connections means that info products
have evolved beyond the basic PDF to include multiple
learning modalities, increasing their availability, appeal and
overall popularity. Customers understand and believe they
can learn, and sometimes even master, new skills by
tapping into the combination of instructional styles and
learning tools.
An information product, like all web content, gives you a
chance to share your expertise with your audience. No
matter what business you’re in, there are things you know
your customers don’t. Businesses use their special expertise
to create physical products that help customers, but with
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infoproducts, you’re sharing this information directly,
offering help so your customers can DIY it.
Residual Income Opportunities

A steady stream of information products can earn you a
residual income. Once you put your products out there and
do the marketing, people can buy them while you’re sleep‐
ing. It’s a great opportunity to create additional income
streams, at the same time that you are serving the specific
needs of your market.
This means you can publish quickly, which allows you to
address timely issues or use the latest information in the
market. At the same time, you are providing solutions for
your market and your products are earning credibility in
your niche, building awareness of you as an expert.
Total Control

Finally, you have total control. You’re the creator,
publisher, and distributor. You don’t have to sell through a
vendor (although you can), and you can choose to
outsource all or some aspects of product creation (to
release new products faster) or do everything in-house
which keeps your overhead/production costs down but will
almost inevitably slow down your time to market.
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DEFINE YOUR MARKET AND BUYER

I

n order to create information products that uniquely
suit your audience, you first have to understand exactly
who your audience is. So if you haven’t got through
Section 2: Identify Your Niche, now is the time to do so.
You need to know not only who they are, but the problems,
challenges, fears, or pain that they’re facing.
Specifically, people buy information products that help by
saving them time, money, or resources. Your aim here
should be to help your audience members do something
more quickly, more cheaply, or more efficiently. If your
product achieves this, you’re virtually assured that it will be
highly profitable.
The key is to identify your audience and create a target
buyer profile. If you have a clear profile, you can identify
the topics that will be of interest and helpful to them.
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Create Your Target Buyer Profile

Your target market profile describes a single person. You’ll
take overall trends in your market and distill them to one
individual, writing one or two paragraphs that describe this
person. For example, you might say, “My customer is a
mother in her 30s on the east coast…”
You may have several types of buyers, but the purpose here
is to create a profile of the one person who is most likely to
buy from you. You’ll focus your rapid product development
efforts on this one individual in order to maximize the
results of your efforts. In the future, you might add other
profiles for different products, but to get started, let’s focus
on just one.
Your target market profile comprises two types of informa‐
tion, demographics and psychographics.
Demographic information answers the question, “Who is the
customer?” It includes information such as age, sex, educa‐
tion level, income level, marital status, size of family,
geographical location, occupation, and so on.
Even if the information doesn’t seem relevant, include it.
For example, let’s suppose that you have customers in the
American Midwest. Even though it may not seem relevant
to the products and services you offer, it can also give you a
clue to what topics to cover. People in the Midwest might
have a unique need or problem that you could address.
Psychographic information answers the question, “How does
the customer feel?” It includes things such as desires,
concerns, problems, values, behaviors, attitudes, and pref‐
erences. You should pay especially close attention to
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behavior and attitudes regarding the products the customer
buys.
Where to Find Customer Profile Information

It’s best to base your customer profile information on hard,
objective data. Failing that, it’s okay to make suppositions
and then tweak later as you learn more about your actual
customers. But you will achieve greater success with a
shorter time to market when you invest your time to gather
as much hard data as possible up-front.
If you are looking to start your online side business, then
it’s unlikely that you already have many customers. But you
may have sold some low ticket items or generated some
subscribers in the past. So just in case, lets briefly cover
how you can find information from existing customers:
Start by looking at your existing customers or
clients. There are several ways to go about
gathering information about them. One is to ask.
You can ask or interview existing customers, or
run surveys. You can do this offline at in-person
interactions at your store or events, or you can do
it online.
There are several ways you can gather this
information passively online. One is to check out
your customers’ profiles and posts on social media.
Profiles will tell you a great deal of demographic
information. By following them and seeing what
they share or talk about on social media, you can
gain a better understanding of their
psychographics. One good place to look is
anywhere on social media where people ask
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questions. You can also shortcut the process by
asking questions of your own followers on social
media, we’ve all seen those posts on Facebook
“what’s your favorite Auto-responder?” etc.
You can also learn about your existing customers
through website analytics. Analytics can give you
data like your website visitors’ location and their
interests (by looking at the pages they spend the
most time on and setting goal objectives to track
which page/s they are clicking through to buy
from).
•Finally, you can look at purchase history. Your biggestselling products can tell you what needs your customers
want to address.
If you don’t already have customers, you can conduct the
same type of research with competitors’ customers. Find a
company that offers the same or similar kinds of products
and connect with them on social media so that you can see
their interactions with their customers.
Amazon.com is a good place to look for information for
customer profiles. Look at books that are in the same niche
as your business and read the reviews. Especially with howto or information-oriented books, you’ll see people writing
reviews discussing whether or not the product helped
them. You can also find digital information products on
Amazon in addition to regular books.
You can also make some assumptions about what type of
person would become your ideal customer. Some questions
to ask include:
Who would want to buy from me?
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What problems do my products solve and who has
those problems?
Who needs my product?
If you don’t already have customers, you’ll create your
target market profile through trial and error. Create some‐
thing to get started and then as you gain customers, you
can refine it to make it more accurate.
Identify Common Needs

Once you’ve identified your target market, start thinking in
terms of where they get stuck and how your business can
help them. You need to identify the needs of your target
market so that you can align it with your capabilities.
There are already solutions out there. Your target market is
already getting their needs met by someone else. Your aim
is to build a better Facebook ads and find a novel way to
meet their needs, possibly by doing it faster, more cheaply,
or getting better results.
What is a problem your customer would pay money to
solve? What you are looking for are your customer’s:
Pain points
Problems
Struggles
Obstacles
Fears
You’re going to offer a unique solution to the above.
Key areas to consider include:
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Health and Fitness: Can you help your
customer be healthier, achieve health or fitness
goals, reduce health risks, or make maintaining
health easier?
Business Organization: How can you help
your customer gain more clients, keep clients,
provide value to clients, support clients more
easily, save time through automated systems,
better manage time, learn or conduct training?
Work: Is there a way you can help your
customers find a better job, manage time more
efficiently, make their work easier, or save more of
the money they earn?
Relationships: Can you help people build
stronger and better relationships, find the friends
or partner they’re looking for, or better resolve
conflicts?
Education: Do you have some tools or software
to make learning new systems or processes easier?
Finance: Can you help people earn more, save
more, manage money better, more easily manage
or invest their money?
The above are just ideas to get you brainstorming what
kind of help you can offer your customers.
You can find this information by looking at:
Common questions customers ask you
Questions your customers ask in online
communities or the communities of a competitor
What your customers buy either from you or from
others
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What content your customers enjoy and
engage with
Direct conversations with your customers
Website analytics programs such as heat mapping
You can look in many of the same places as you looked
when you researched to create your target market profile.
Learning Modes and Preferences

The last piece to put together is how your target market
likes to learn. You’re going to be offering information
products, so you need to figure out what the best format
and style is for your audience.
Start by looking at the content your customer already buys
from either you or your competitors. How can you improve
on that to deliver better, faster results? Answer the
following questions:
What is your target customers’ preferred
method of learning? This could be visual, text,
video, audio, or physical (physically practicing
something), or any combination thereof.
What formats for learning are most likely
to resonate in your niche? Formats to
consider include live webinars, on-demand video,
text modules, audio MP3s, PDF transcripts, stepby-step texts or videos, PDF instructions, group
coaching sessions, and so on.
What combinations of learning do they
prefer? For example, they might like a
combination of self-study along with group
sessions. You might offer videos along with
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transcripts or bullet-pointed summaries of what
was covered in the video.
Are your customers looking for some form
of accountability? For example, you might
include group work where participants check each
other’s progress or have to produce some type of
work for feedback. You might design tests where
they can test their knowledge of what they
learned.
Are they looking for social interaction with
others who are implementing your
solution? You could create a group where
customers can talk to each other through
Facebook Groups or LinkedIn Groups, or a
membership area, live events, or meet-ups.
Check out social media platforms to see what topics are
trending and what type of engagement you’re seeing. You
may be able to glean information on customer learning
preferences to see how they interact with businesses or
other users.
Look at your website analytics to see which pages or posts
get the most traffic.

20

MAP YOUR BEST ASSETS TO YOUR
BUYER’S NEEDS

N

ow that you’ve created a profile of your ideal buyer
and the problems you can solve for them, it’s time to
inventory your own intellectual assets; your knowledge and
experience. Assess your current content to figure out what,
where, and how you can create products to match your
audience’s needs and desires.
Inventory Intellectual Assets

Take an inventory of your knowledge, experience, exper‐
tise, and skills. You should look at the things you know that
your audience doesn’t. No matter what business you’re in,
you have expert knowledge you can share with your
audience.
A good way to do this is to brainstorm using a mind map.
A mind map allows you to add new items easily, edit or
move items, and see a “big picture” view of your intellec‐
tual assets once you’re done.
Areas to brainstorm include:
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Education
Accomplishments
Knowledge
Experience
Skills & Expertise
Software
Hardware
Systems
Tools
Tips
Training
Inventory Content Assets

Next, take a look at the content you’ve already created. In
order to create new products quickly, you’re going to use
and repurpose old content in order to cut the time and
expense of content creation.
Look at your:
Articles and blog posts
Instructional PDFs
Videos, including video demos, overviews, or
reviews
Standard operating procedures
eBooks
Podcasts
Recorded webinars
Quizzes
Templates
Checklists
Cheat sheets
Resource guides
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Infographics
Visual content
Map Intellectual and Content Assets to Needs

Now, match up your intellectual assets and your content
assets to the top needs of your market and their learning
preferences. This is how you find areas of expertise where
you can use what you already have to quickly show or
teach systems and solutions for specific problems that your
audience faces.
The content you already have is what will form the basis of
your information product. Your intellectual assets give
weight and credibility to that content, but are also places
where you could quickly create new content and products.
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CREATE YOUR MVP

W

hen I worked for a bank, I used to build financial
products. Things like student accounts that came
with a free overdraft facility and a free subscription to The
Times. These products were expensive to build, and
although I always used to do my research and testing, I’d
never know if the product would be successful until I
launched it. To minimize the risk of creating a flop, I’d
focus on what the smallest possible set of features I could
launch that still gets the job done and solves the problem
for the customer. It’s not simply a prototype or rough
outline, and it’s not an ‘all bells and whistles’ offering that
completely tackles the problem. This is what’s known as a
Minimum Viable Product, or MVP for short. An MVP
should fully solve the problem by demonstrating the fastest,
easiest, and/or most efficient way to accomplish a task,
learn a new skill, or implement a process.
An MVP is your friend. The concept of an MVP is as true
for a banker as it is for an entrepreneur. Start small and get
something to market as soon as possible. If it flops, you
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haven’t invested too much into it and you can simply move
on to your next idea. If the MVP skyrockets, you iterate it
with bigger and better features.
Now, it’s time to put everything together and create your
info-product MVP.
Select Your First Product

This should be easy to do at this point. Choose the solution
that best matches your skills and assets with a specific need
of your audience. Choose just one to get started. It may be
easy to see other products you could create and, if other
ideas spring to mind, jot them down to save for your next
fast and fearless infoproduct.
You may also get ideas for advanced products or products
that relate to what you’re teaching now. An example of an
advanced product may be that you’re creating a product
on blogging. It teaches the basics of setting up your blog,
writing the blog, and driving traffic to it. An advanced
course people can take next might teach guest blogging,
where you blog on other people’s websites. A related
product might teach people how to promote their blog on
social media, how to hire a writer to ghostwrite their blog,
or automation tools to help with marketing your blog.
Once you’ve picked your first infoproduct, think about
your title for it. To make sure you have a good title that
catches the right buyers’ attention, be sure to incorporate
the following into your title and/or subtitle:
The benefit or result people can expect
Who is it for?
What’s different or unique about it
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Writing your product title is something you could easily
spend hours struggling and debating about. Don’t get
sucked in to waste too much time at this point. For your
first version of your infoproduct, just pick a title that says
what people can expect, such as ‘Create Your Business
Blog in a Day’. You can always revise it later or in a second
round of revisions.
After you’ve picked a title, write a summary description of
it as well. This should include the specific problem you’re
addressing, who the product is for, and what the solution is.
Your description can serve as as checkpoint whenever
you’re unsure about what to include in your product.
Outline Your Product

Create a big-picture, high-level outline of your product.
Your goal here is to identify the logical flow of your prod‐
uct. It should take people step-by-step from point A, where
they have a need, to point B, where that need is solved.
Sometimes I talk about this in terms of heaven and hell.
We want to take the customer from their hell (pain point)
to their heaven (what they want to achieve). Your content is
what will help them get there. However, until you outline
the flow of your infoproduct, you won’t know where to put
that content.
If you’re having trouble creating a clear outline, this is the
perfect time to enlist some help. Once you have a brief first
draft, ask a friend or colleague to take a quick look and see
if it makes sense. Otherwise, keep putting yourself in your
target buyer’s shoes, asking yourself after each step of your
outline, “Can I do that with what I’ve learned so far?”
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Whenever possible, also indicate where you’ll need step-bystep visuals and/or written instructions. The combination
of different learning modalities will help people under‐
stand and follow along with your process in other instruc‐
tional resources you’ll provide, such as video or audio.
Gather Your Content Assets

In the previous chapter, you filtered down your content
assets to match your market needs with what you already
have in place. At this step, you should choose the actual
pieces of content, selecting those that will fill in the outline
of your product that you just drafted.
Old content can be used as-is, repurposed, or edited or
added to. When using content as-is, make sure it offers the
value you hope to offer. Read through it and make sure it’s
still up-to-date and relevant. Keep in mind that if this
content is up online somewhere for free, it offers less value
to your target market. If, however, it’s available only to
exclusive members, or it has been taken down, it’s unique
to your audience.
Repurposing content means taking content in one format
and putting it into another. This is a handy technique for
fast product development because it leverages old content
assets but creates something totally new.
For example, you can take videos and transcribe them so
that now you have text content. You can use audio content
to create videos. You can cut up blog posts in order to
make visual content such as infographics. Another repur‐
posing technique is to take several pieces of content and
bundle them into a new one.
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Identify Missing Elements

Once you identify the current content you’ll use, you may
find that there are gaps to fill. As you read through or
watch your old content, ask yourself, “Does this fully solve
the problem?” There’s a good chance that you’ll have to
create extra content in order to fill out your old content
and make it solve the problem.
When your goal is fast product development and a
minimum viable product, you shouldn’t have too many
things missing. You should only add what’s absolutely
necessary. Don’t get caught in the trap of adding more and
more bits to a product when you already have sufficient
information.
When looking at the outline of your product, you may feel
that there are too many missing pieces or that it doesn’t
hold together as one unified product. You might decide to
cut it into two. For example, you might have an idea for a
product on blogging and discover that blog writing and
blog promotion should be two different products. It may be
too much to put into one compact product.
Put It All Together

This step is where you fill in your outline with content and
create your infoproduct. You’ve created your high-level
outline, you’ve got your content ready to rework and gaps
to fill, and now it’s just a matter of putting it all together
and adding any extra details.
At this point, you should have an outline with the content
identified that goes into each section. However, you may
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not have enough detail to decide how to rework or
combine old and new content.
To make it easier, take the time to break down your outline
into more detailed steps. Each step should have a distinct
objective or desired result. Then list the various elements
needed to complete that step. Keep in mind that this is all
about fast and easy product development, so don’t get
bogged down at any particular step.
Follow these tips for ensuring your infoproduct creation
goes smoothly:
Follow your step-by-step outline, breaking it down
as needed
Clearly identify the objective or desired result for
each step to make sure it’s in line with creating the
product you aim to create
Note which content asset they need at each step
and organize the content accordingly
Note any software or tools you need in order to
accomplish each step
Note any related content you need to create, such
as planners, checklists, cheat sheets, or templates
By starting with an outline and breaking it down into steps
and content needed, your process of creating your info‐
product will go much faster.
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PRICING, DELIVERY, SET-UP AND BETA
TESTING

I

n this chapter, you will learn how to set pricing that
ensures a profit, plan and set up your product delivery
and support systems, and run a beta test to ensure that
your product meets your ideal customer’s needs before
doing any further launches.
Price Your Product

Pricing is often an enormous challenge for small businesses
or entrepreneurs just producing information products.
When thinking about pricing, keep in mind that you’ve
already done the work to identify your audience and their
needs. If your product solves their problem, they will pay a
decent price for it. You’ve already done the background
work of ensuring that your product will be saleable and
profitable.
The key to pricing is to consider what the market will bear.
The cost of production shouldn’t be the basis for your pric‐
ing, but the maximum amount your target customers
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would pay to have their problems solved in an easier,
cheaper, or more efficient way.
A good place to start is by looking at similar products or
the products of your competitors. A good, methodical way
to do this is to create a spreadsheet that compares similar
products and lists their prices, features, and other charac‐
teristics. This will allow you to see where your product fits
in and how it compares. Look for products that you know
are selling. These will show you what people will pay
money for.
Knowing where your product stands in relation to others,
you can then choose to match them, charge less, or charge
more. Each has its own unique advantages.
If you match your competitor’s prices, you have the advan‐
tage of offering a quicker, cheaper, or more efficient solu‐
tion, but at the same price, and if your competitor’s
products are selling at that price, it’s likely that yours
will too.
Setting your prices lower might help you sell more since
you’re offering something similar at a lower price.
Charging more ensures higher profits, but you must really
drive the point home through your marketing that your
product offers distinct advantages over your competitors’
products.
Remember that people are not paying for the digital file,
but for the results it will deliver and the benefits these
results will bring to their lives.
With all of that in mind, decide on your price or pricing
structure for your product. For simplicity’s sake, pick from
one of the following options:
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1. One set price for the product
2. A choice of 2 or 3 prices, based on extra content
or services, you add
Since you’ll be doing your first product quickly and testing
it before going further, don’t worry about doing payment
plans or monthly payments unless you feel you absolutely
have to.
Add Value and Bonuses

If you know your product, your market, and your competi‐
tors, set a price that will ensure your product will sell well
and be profitable. However, sometimes it’s important to
add extra value to the product to help it along, especially if
you’re planning to give more than one price option.
You might decide to charge more than your competitors or
be up against a “loss leader,” or product that’s purposefully
underpriced to bring in new customers. Here, it’s better
to add value than to reduce price. Reducing price
reduces your profits and can lead to a race to the bottom
where no one is profitable.
Adding bonuses to your information product also increases
its value. In fact, it sways some customers to buy informa‐
tion products solely because of the bonuses. When
designing your bonuses, focus on what would make the
solution faster, cheaper, and/or more efficient.
Bonuses that you can add to an infoproduct include:
Audio instruction
PDF transcripts of audio or video
Slide decks
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A membership site with additional resources
Exclusive group access on a social media sites
Tools and resources (these can have affiliate links
to maximize profit)
A guide to a related product or system
Graphics related to your product
Checklists for related tasks
Templates for related tasks
Expert interviews
Set Up Delivery and Support Systems

There’s nothing more frustrating to a buyer than making a
purchase and immediately experiencing problems with the
product or its delivery. It’s essential to set up, test, and trou‐
bleshoot your delivery processes.
In fact, once you or your team has tested the buying
process, have someone outside your organization do the
same. They should go through the buying process with no
hints or foreknowledge given by you. You and your team
know the process from the inside out, so you need someone
who is truly like a customer.
Tips on Set-up and Testing
Create an ordering system and process for
downloading that involves as few steps as possible
and is easy to understand. This is essential
whether you’re running a quick test of a product
or launching something larger and more
advanced.
Use a simple shopping cart platform or service.
Most people are familiar with this through
shopping on Amazon and other ecommerce sites.
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It can be one that’s hosted by another site, or
hosted yourself.
Offer as few payment options as possible. Over 2
or 3 just overwhelm and confuses people, delaying
a decision to buy.
Create a stand-alone web page solely to sell your
product. You can sell it elsewhere as well, but
having a dedicated site makes it easier to drive
traffic to your product. It’s good for analyzing
results and SEO.
Create an FAQ and other customer support
resources to help customers after purchase.
Suggested Tools for Delivering Your Product

Here are some suggested tools you can use for product
delivery and post-purchase support:
Online Course Systems–If you’re offering an online
course, there are software programs and platforms you can
use where you plug in your content and make it available
to your buyers. One benefit of this is security of access and
often there are additional features (too costly or challenging
to create from scratch) that will help your customers
monitor their progress through a course, deliver certificates
of completion and more.
Kartra
Teachable
Thinkific
Kajabi
Membership Software–This is a software program or
plugin that you can use to manage access and delivery to
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purchasers while securing your product assets form unau‐
thorized use or download:
WishList Member
AMember
Video Management–For videos, you’ll have various tech
needs. Video management systems offer hosting, stream‐
ing, metrics and tracking, and other features.
Wistia–Easy interface managed video storage and
streaming. Good if you want a simple system to
upload your videos with tracking to show who
viewed what and when.
AWS3–(Amazon Web Services – S3 stands for
simple storage services) very low cost file storage
with fast, reliable streaming service. Requires a
little more technical skill (with good tutorials) but
the cheapest storage and streaming available.
YouTube–You can always upload your videos to
YouTube for free and set the visibility as
‘Unlisted’. Then embed the video wherever you
are sending people who have paid for your
product.
Page Builders–To create beautiful, professional-looking
sales pages, it’s best to use a page builder platform or
plugin that has a variety of templates to pick from. Pick a
template and then use it to create the pages for your prod‐
uct, registration forms, opt-in forms, and so on. Keep your
colors and branding consistent throughout.
LeadPages
Beaver Builder
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OptimizePress
Thrive Themes
Autoresponder–If you’re going to run an email
campaign to promote products to current, past or even
new customers, you’ll need an autoresponder. This is a
platform that allows you to build a list of email addresses,
manage this list, and send manual and automated
messages to everyone on that list with just a few clicks. A
good way to build a list (that you can market to over and
over) is to deliver text docs or PDF through an autorespon‐
der–this serves your customer by making product or PDF
delivery instant and serves you by building a list of proven
buyers you can market to again in the future.
ConvertKit
GetResponse
ActiveCampaign
Webinar Management–If webinars are part of your
information product, be it during sales and promotion,
delivery or feedback (live Q&A sessions) you’ll need a
program for creating and managing webinars, replays or
on-demand versions of your product/course.
GoToWebinar
WebinarJam
Demio
Zoom
Customer Support–Customer support programs can
make customer service quicker and easier with automation
tools, analytics, and other features.
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MyLiveChat
Zendesk
HelpScout
Run a Beta Test

A beta test is when you go live for a few actual customers
in order to have them try it and get their feedback. You can
then test your processes and systems and understand what
needs to change so that you have the kinks worked out
before you put the time and effort into the full launch.
You can run a beta version easily by creating a basic sales
page with a button and link and then emailing your
current list of email subscribers or customers.
There are a few ways you can sweeten the deal or ramp up
your marketing so that you get enough buyers for the beta
version. You can tell them they’re getting an exclusive offer
to be the first to try the product. This is a great incentive
for certain markets. You can also create a free webinar
ahead of the beta product release to teach people about
what they can expect from the product.
For speed, since this course is about creating infoproducts
quickly, consider your easiest delivery format for your beta
test. Even if you plan to create a membership site or
modular course, you can start with a simpler delivery in
your first beta test.
Examples of easy, fast ways to deliver a beta test of your
product are:
Live webinars (keep it to 1 or 2 and record them,
in case you want to sell the videos afterwards in
your next round)
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PDF(s), delivered as attachments via email
Private pages with downloads on a WordPress site
Unlisted or private videos on YouTube (or another
video platform)
In addition, consider a minimum of the following for
supporting your customers, even though your first launch is
a test run:
Brief series of follow-up emails to customers after
purchase, with tips
FAQ page for common questions and answers
Finally, make sure that your customers have a simple way
to contact you with questions, whether during or after
purchase. Make that email or phone number clearly visible
to them on your sales page, download areas, and emails.
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FEEDBACK AND REVISION

I

n this section, you’ve learned how to create products
quickly in order to earn additional income or further
other business goals. But one advantage, as discussed in the
introduction, is that by producing small products regularly,
you’ll have more opportunity for feedback from your
market. The more products you produce, the more feed‐
back you’ll get. You can then use this feedback to learn
more about your target market and produce even more
valuable products for them.
You’ll start that process by gathering data and customer
feedback from your first beta launch of the infoproduct
you created.
Gather Feedback

Once you’ve launched your beta test of your product, you
need to determine if it met the original goal, and see
whether it needs additional refinement. Look at the entire
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process from beginning to end, and not just the content of
the product. Look at things like the user-friendliness of the
sales, delivery, promotion, and support systems to discover
areas where you can improve and help your customers get
better results.
There are several ways you can get feedback:
Offer a live Q&A webinar to follow-up with
customers and have them share their opinions and
give feedback. You can offer a free information
product or other freebie as an incentive for people
taking their time to do this.
Send out post-purchase surveys to gather
feedback. Your survey should be simple, short, and
easy to take and, again, you can offer an incentive
for people to take them. Use a tool like Survey
Monkey.
Create an email marketing campaign where you
send your buyers follow-up content and include
questions about the product they just purchased
Ask for feedback through private social media
groups. You should do this in private groups so
that non-buyers can’t see it, as it could have a
negative effect on future sales.
Create a rating system. Instead of asking your
customers for feedback through of the above
methods, you can give them a simple ratings
system. The information you get from ratings
systems is not as concrete as other types of
feedback, but it’s very easy for your customers to
do and thus more likely that you’ll get a great deal
of response.
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You should also check your social and website
metrics for feedback from your customers.
Improve and Refine

Once you’ve confirmed that the initial minimum viable
product successfully solves your customers’ problems,
meets your ROI requirements, and generates a viable
profit for you, it’s time to use the information you collected
during the testing, evaluation, and feedback phases to
improve and refine your products.
How you can improve or refine your products depends on
your goals and the feedback you get, but here are some
examples of improvements you might make:
Add more niche-specific videos, templates,
graphics, checklists, or other files
Include access to the latest information, case
studies or expert interviews
Offer further post-purchase support through email
or one-on-one consulting
Offer further opportunities for feedback
Identify Potential Advanced Solutions as Stand-Alone or
Product Upsell

Sometimes, testing and the initial product delivery process
can help you discover processes, software, and systems that
would be ideal for further rapid products. These can be
stand-alone products or serve as upsell products for
purchasers.
At the core of a great information product is a specific
need or problem that the customer faces. Pay close atten‐
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tion when you’re gathering feedback from customers.
Sometimes they will tell you exactly what another one of
their needs or problems is. This can then form the basis of
your next product, and we can link the two products; we
could advertise the second product to customers who
bought the first as an upsell.
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SUMMARY & NEXT STEPS

O

nce you’ve tested your infoproduct and be ready to
launch it to a wider audience. Remember that this
product is just your first. You’ll have a great deal of feed‐
back and further ideas for future products. The best way to
maximize profits is to use this system to create multiple
streams of income to take your business to the next level.
You’ve Learned:
Where information products fit into your business
and how they will help you achieve your goals
Who your target market is and how they feel so
that you can identify your ideal buyer persona
How to identify common problems or challenges
your audience experiences
How to identify specific knowledge and
experience you have that’s related to the problem
you’ve identified
What solutions, systems, or products you can offer
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your target market, and the logical steps to create
information products quickly
How to set prices and select your product delivery
and support systems for a fast beta-test launch
The importance of feedback and how to best
gather feedback that will help you make further
improvements before launching again
And now that you’ve completed the course, you’re ready to
get started producing those multiple streams of income.

PART IV

DEVELOP YOUR OFFER
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INTRODUCTION TO DEVELOPING YOUR
OFFER

C

reating a marketing funnel will do wonders for you.
It will break down your operations in a smart,
measurable and automated manner. After a marketing
funnel is set up, your job is to drive traffic and stay in touch
with your subscribers through follow-up emails.
Make sure not to annoy them. The emails should serve as a
tool to communicate and build rapport. Here’s how a
typical marketing funnel should look like:
Offer a free gift. An irresistible free gift in
exchange for information like name and email
address is the best way to build a list of
subscribers.
Provide value. After you have built a list, you
should work on sustaining the subscribers. For
that, you need to send them an email of pure
value without any promotion.
Increase value. It is still too early to throw in a
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promotion. Follow up the first value-based email
with another.
Promote product. By now, your subscriber list
has been primed, and you can throw in your
product promotion.
Put in value again. Throw in a value-based
email once again. If you send 10 emails to your
subscribers, keep the promotion limited to 3, and
the rest should be value-emails.
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BUILD A HIGHLY CONVERTING
SALES PAGE

W

ithout a carefully laid-out sales page for your infoproduct, you have nowhere to send potential
customers or launch partners. Building a sales page is the
first key step to the sales success of your course.
In this module, you’ll learn what makes a high-converting
sales page, so you can design your own for your online
course.
The Elements of a Great Sales Page

Your sales page builds on your course summary with more
information about the value your course provides to your
target market. You also add in the features of the course
and how it solves your target market’s problem.
There’s no magic number for the length of your sales page.
You should include whatever you feel is essential for a
visitor to know in order to decide to buy your course.
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The first thing people see on your sales page is the head‐
line, so you need one that stands out and makes people
want to keep reading.
Come up with an eye-catching headline that solves a prob‐
lem. Here are some tips:
Clear and easy to understand: Don’t be clever
with your wording–aim for clear and easily
understood
Long titles can work
If you use numbers, then use a specific number
(“5” not “five”)
Use benefit words like “easy,” “free,”
“increase/decrease,” “improve,” “reduce,”
“simple,” “fast,” “proven,” etc.
Examples: “How a Virtual Assistant Can Help
You Make More Money” or “The 6 Critical Ways
To Stick To Your Diet”

Here are some headline templates you could customize:
“How to ____________ so you can
____________”
“How you can ______________ in the next
_______________ (# of days)”
“How to ______________________ in # Simple
Steps”
“10 Tips for ______________________”
“# Ways to _________________ so you can
_______________”
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“# Secrets/Keys/Steps/Strategies to
________________________”

When setting up your sales page, it’s a good idea to use a
sales page tool like Click Funnels or Lead Pages. They have
templates for sales pages which are proven to convert. Use
our sales page outline below to gather content together to
cover the page’s key elements. You will then have what you
need to customize the rest of the page.
Visuals are as important in your sales page as your copy.
Any design features you include need to look professional
and reflect your brand’s colors, logo, etc.
Boost Conversions with Video

Video helps increase conversions because visitors see you
and can connect with you. You can also get your message
across quickly. Plus, many people prefer to consume
content in video format versus text.
Most sales page templates you come across will have a
place for an introductory video. Keep your video to about
2 minutes long. Any longer, and people might tune out.
Here are some tips for creating engaging sales page videos:
Write your script to include a ‘hook’ that
immediately tells people what they will get out of the
course. Then talk about who you are, what problems
the course will solve, and a call to action (e.g. “visit
this page”, “sign up here”, “learn more below”, etc.)
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Always make notes before you record your video,
even if you want an informal style. Decide what
you want to say and do it concisely
You don’t need a fancy camera to record your
video. Your recording equipment can be what you
have at hand, such as a smartphone or screen
share on your computer.
Upload your video to YouTube or Vimeo and
insert the embed code into your sales page
How Does Your Page Flow?

The way you order the sections of your page will have an
enormous influence on conversion rates.
Here’s one of the most popular, proven orders for highconverting course sales pages:
Headline–Clear and enticing
Sub-Headline–Who, what, & why in one sentence
Introductory Video
CTA Button
Opening–Introduce the major problem, show you
understand, give the solution
Product Description–Describe and list the key
benefits and outcomes
Product Features–List the specifics of what they
get in the course, e.g. Number of sessions, lifetime access, etc.
Testimonials and Social Proof–Preferably from
students who have taken your course, otherwise
others who have worked with you
CTA button and price–Tell them what to do now
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Conversion tactics–Such as urgency, scarcity, or
bonuses
Guarantee–Reassure people they can have their
money back to remove the risk for them
Instructor bio + your photo–Show you are
qualified to teach this course
FAQS–Anticipate possible objections and counter
them
P.S.–Close with enormous benefit and urgency
CTA button
Footer with link to your privacy policy and terms
and conditions
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CREATE A SALES FUNNEL

T

he term 'sales funnel' is an important concept for
many businesses.

Your sales funnel leads customers to purchase your prod‐
ucts or services. As they pass through the funnel, they
transform from random leads to qualified prospects and,
finally, to buyers. As the funnel narrows and prospects get
to your sales team, they are already primed to make a
purchase.
The Sales Funnel Explained

The sales funnel is a sieve that leads prospective customers
through your sales process. It casts its net wide and then
gradually weeds out unqualified prospects that are not
likely to buy your product.
As the term 'funnel' suggests, it's wide at the top (the entry
point) and narrow at the bottom (the point of purchase).
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At the top, a sales funnel attracts casual website visitors
through a special offer that lures them in. You then use
marketing techniques to offer them other deals. This gives
you a chance to gather information about your prospects
and further qualify them.
Why Businesses Use Sales Funnels

Sales funnels are important for several reasons. First, they
make the sales process more efficient. Since only qualified
buyers get to the end of the funnel, your sales team doesn't
waste time dealing with uninterested prospects who are just
kicking tires.
A good sales funnel helps to make your sales process more
predictable.
Sales are never fully predictable, but when you organize
your salse process in a standard, systemized way, you can
arrive at a good estimate of your ROI.
Finally, a sales funnel helps you track different metrics at
different points of the process. It's organized into clear
steps so that when there's a problem within your funnel,
you can troubleshoot and tweak accordingly.
An Example of a Sales Funnel

Here's an example of a sales funnel in action.
Imagine that you own a business that sells supplies and
information about rooftop gardening. You create a blog
about green roofing that includes a form on the sidebar
where visitors can sign up for your list and receive a free
eBook on the topic. Once a visitor downloads the book,
you market to them through emails, offering them exclu‐
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sive content, helpful tips, and special offers. The offers
gradually increase in price, leading them to your major
product, a comprehensive collection of rooftop gardening
tips with a fairly high price tag. At first, visitors read your
blog for information about rooftop gardening. At that point
they may just be considering the feasibility of starting their
own garden. Those who sign up for your list are truly inter‐
ested, and the ones that jump on the email offers are seri‐
ously looking for a way to start a rooftop garden. The
people in this segment of your list are the most likely to
buy your kit, and therefore you market the kit to them.
Drive Them Away

An important concept to remember about the sales funnel
is that you don't need to appeal to everyone. You only need
to focus on those who are truly interested in your product.
When you lose subscribers, this is a good thing (as long as
it's not too many) because you don't waste your time with
those who will never buy. That's the magic of the sales
funnel in action.
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THE KEY COMPONENTS OF AN
EFFECTIVE SALES FUNNEL

F

or a sales funnel to work, a few key elements must be
in place. First, you need to consider the offers you
make. These offers should gradually increase
in size and ticket price, as you weed out those who aren't
interested in buying your product.
Second, you must decide how you will keep in touch with
your prospects, and further qualify them. Through your
offers and communications, be able to get your prospect list
down to only the serious buyers.
By the time you get to the end of your funnel, have a list of
loyal customers who you can sell to again and again,
assuming you nurture that relationship.
There are a variety of different ways to go about making
your offers. Let’s look through the most common ways to
do this.
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Opt-In Giveaways

An opt-in giveaway is a freebie usually offered in exchange
for the person's name and email address. This is the entry
point to your sales funnel. The potential customer wants
the free product, so they 'opt-in' by giving you their name
and email address. You can then market directly to them
through email.
Front-End Offers

Front-end offers are paid offers that work just like freebies,
but can actually be more effective. The key is that even
though you charge for your offer; you keep the price very
low. Charging for the product helps weed out the folks who
just want a freebie and aren’t interested in ever opening up
their wallets at all. If they’re willing to spend even just a
dollar on a small product, you know that they have the
potential to be serious buyers in the future.
Subscription Products

Subscription products are low-priced but more profitable
for you because you charge a monthly fee to subscribers. It
is much tougher to get people to pay for a subscription
though, so the content you're offering has to be unique and
valuable. But if these clients are willing to pay this monthly
fee, they'll be much more likely to buy your high-ticket
items.
OneTime Offers

Onetime offers are great because they allude to a level of
urgency. These are offers telling the visitor that once they
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click away, the offer expires. They have to sign up and/or
buy immediately, or they will lose their one and only
chance.
The way a sales funnel works is that the front-end offers
are low-priced (or free) and low commitment. In contrast,
your back-end offers gradually increase in price. These
pricier back-end offers really qualify your prospects and tell
you who your serious buyers are.
Keeping in Touch

It's important to keep in touch with your prospects. They
shouldn't only be hearing from you when you're trying to
sell them something. The follow-up emails you send to
subscribers on your list should always offer them helpful
content. The purpose of these emails is to stay on their
radar and build a relationship with them.
The first step in doing this is the 'thank you' page. This is a
minor detail, but it's extremely important. After signing up
for your list or purchasing the initial front-end product
from you, redirect your customers to a page that simply
thanks them for signing up and/or making a purchase.
You can use this opportunity to make them another offer
or even provide more free content. Present a onetime offer,
an upsell, an invitation to a strategy call, registration details
for a webinar, etc.. Use any tactic that will help you to
further qualify prospects. You know you have a serious
buyer if they immediately take you up on that second offer.
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Sales Funnels and SEO

Remember the shape of the funnel–wide at the entry-point
and gradually narrowing toward the main target purchase.
Because you want to cast your net wide, the landing page
where you make your initial offer should be search engine
optimized in order to direct as much traffic as possible to
your website.
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IDEAS FOR YOUR SALES FUNNEL

A

ll sales funnels have the same basic shape and
characteristics–wide at the entry point and gradually
narrowing as the prospect moves through it.
Each funnel is similar, but no two are exactly the same. You
have many options for working out the specifics.
Research Your Keyword Research Your Market Research
Competitors

Before you think about the specifics of your sales funnel,
there is some important research that must be done. Start
by taking your product idea and making sure there's a
market for it. No matter how enticing your offers or how
well-crafted your funnel, you won't succeed if there isn't a
hungry crowd eyeing the products you are offering.
Begin by doing keyword research to see if people are
searching for what you're planning to offer. You can
conduct more detailed research by looking at products in
your niche and niches that are like yours. We can do this
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through online product marketplaces such as ClickBank or
Amazon or through a general Google search. On these
sites, you can see if people are actually buying products
related to your niche. You can also find out about the
potential of your market by looking at similar products
offered by your competitors.
Examine Your Competitors' Funnels

It's always good to investigate the sales funnels of your
competition. The point of this investigation isn't so much
to get ideas as it is to find weaknesses within their sales
process. You need to offer your prospects something
unique that your competitors do not offer.
The best way to do this is to sign up to your competitors'
mailing list and see how they market from the point of
view of a prospective customer. You should also take
advantage of some of their offers to see what you're up
against. You’ll be able to assess not only their sales funnels
but also the quality of their products and service.
Brainstorm Your Funnel

Once you discover your market and the approach of your
competition, start brainstorming what you'll do with your
own sales funnel. First, brainstorm potential offers.
Knowing what your competition is offering will help you
target what the market could really use. What kinds of
products would help you qualify these potential buyers?
You might consider freebies,
small-ticket offers for the front-end, medium and largeticket offers for the back-end, and one-time offers.
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You also must identify your traffic sources. Traffic sources
include things such as search engines, social media, forums,
blogs, content directories, press releases, information prod‐
ucts, and anything else that will drive traffic to your
landing page.
Plan It Out

After your brainstorming, lay out your sales funnel visually
that allows you to see the big picture. You can do this by
using tools such as mind maps, spreadsheets, timetables,
and/or diagrams.
A good sales funnel is solid, well-planned, and detailed, but
you also have to be flexible. Once you put it into action, be
sure to track your conversions to identify the strongest and
weakest spots in your funnel. Troubleshoot and strengthen
the weak points while replicating the strongest ones in
order to improve your sales funnel.
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CREATE YOUR FREE GIFT

T

he opt-in offer is the entry-point of your sales funnel,
where people first provide some contact details and
show initial interest. This is a free product or service that
entices the visitors to your site to sign up for your mailing
list. Most people are reluctant to give away their name and
email address for nothing more than the promise of quality
content. Your opt-in offer is an incentive. When consid‐
ering what type of product to offer as an opt-in incentive,
you have unlimited options. Here are a few popular ones:
Electronic Downloads

Electronic downloads are some of the easiest products for
you to create. An eBook is a PDF that can be viewed on
any computer. A report is a short eBook that can be as few
as seven to ten pages, as long as it helps the reader solve a
specific problem. Aside from reports and eBooks, your
download could be a resource guide, a mind map, a
detailed infographic, a checklist, template, or some other
downloadable content that solves a
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clearly defined problem in just a few steps without a lot of
effort.
Training Courses

Online training courses courses that come with educational
aids such as worksheets, note-taking sheets, chapter
summaries, and so on. An eCourse guides the reader, step
by step, through solving a problem. An eCourse can be
presented in PDF format or by using a series of emails,
videos, audios, or even live webinars. You can offer it
online, by download, via your blog, or as installments sent
via email.
Apps and Free Software

Software programs also make excellent opt-in offers, espe‐
cially because of their high perceived value. With the rise
of mobile devices, mobile apps have become increasingly
popular. These are small software programs that help users
do something through the use of their mobile devices (usu‐
ally smartphones). The glorious thing about this software is
that people will use it often, which keeps you continually
on their radar.
Free Trials and Consultations

Free trials or consultations are offers that let prospects try
out your service for a limited time. Without giving away
your full product or much of your time, people get a true
taste of the value you offer. A free trial could be a limitedtime membership to a paid website, a limited-time use of
your service, a free trial of a software program, or a 30minute strategy call.
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The Elements of an Excellent Opt-in Offer

People love free stuff ! However, if their interest is to
continue, even a free offer must deliver results. It has to be
irresistible to your target market and solve an urgent
problem for them. Your offer needs to be something
unique that people won't find at the same quality and value
anywhere else. This is especially important considering
your competitors are trying to target the same traffic that
you are. It can also help your cause if your opt-in incentive
is a limited-time offer, because this adds urgency to the
deal. The customer is afraid that if they wait too long, they
may lose the chance to take advantage of the offer.
Finally, since your offer is the main thing that draws in
your customers, it needs to be visible everywhere possible.
Create a landing page for your offer and also put it on the
sidebar of your blog and any other relevant sites. If it's just
what your readers are looking for, they will subscribe.
Best Practice for Designing Your Lead Magnet

Unless you are offering something valuable in return, you
won’t experience a tremendous amount of growth with
your email list. People are more and more concerned
about data security, identify theft, and so on and are reluc‐
tant to give away their contact details. They are also on
many email lists so they need to know a) that their data is
safe and b) that it’s going to be worthwhile signing up to
yet another list.
Keep these things in mind when you create your lead
magnet. The whole point is to provide value by solving a
problem that specifically relates to your ideal client and
their challenges.
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Less is More. It may tempt you to spend a lot of
time and energy creating your lead magnet.
However, this isn’t the place to share everything you
know with your subscribers. Don’t risk
overwhelming your clients with too much.
Remember that less is more.
Base it Around Your Expertise. Think of
your lead magnet as a sample of what you offer.
Your lead magnet gives a first taste that whets
people’s appetite for more dishes and then the
main course. Promote yourself as the expert by
demonstrating that you know exactly what you’re
talking about.
Be Specific. You must create a lead magnet that
shows your audience that you truly know them.
This is why building your ideal customer avatar in
Module 2 was so important. Don’t pick a topic at
random; rather, pick something that makes your
audience think that you’ve read their mind and
draws them to join your list.
Make it Captivating. Long reports and
eBooks aren’t very enticing. People want useful
information they can put in action quickly. You
need to make a difference in their lives right
away. You could do this using an infographic,
checklist, questionnaire, or even a resources list
(see below for other options). One page is fine if
it has all the essential information in it, and it
looks attractive. It might be delivered as an
audio download or video if you don’t enjoy
writing.
Create an Organized Sequence. Once you
have the topic, put the content into a logical order
so you take the person through a flowing journey
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from the beginning to the call-to-action at
the end.
Give Simple Instructions. Add a call-to-action
of some sort at the end of the lead magnet (for
example, to visit your site, book a call, explore
another resource, sign up for a waiting list for a
course, etc.). Your call-to-action doesn’t have to be
to sell something, it just needs to entice the viewer
to take some next step.
Make Time. Block time out in your diary for
this activity. Treat it like any other task of
importance and book an appointment with
yourself to get your compelling lead magnet
created.
Choose the Content and Format of Your Lead Magnet

There are lots of options for what type of content to
include in your lead magnet. The key here is that it must
be the type of content your audience wants. If it doesn’t
solve a problem or help them, they won’t sign up for your
list and your efforts will go to waste.
Here are some popular types of lead magnets:
Quiz or assessment
Cheat Sheet
Checklist
Template
Script
Swipe file
Toolkit
Resource List
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Calendar or planner
Spreadsheet
Recipe
Tutorial
eBook
Report
Infographic
Video or audio series
Email course
Slide share
Newsletter
Webinar
Access to a library of information
Survey
Access to join your Facebook group
Free consultation
Offer of a discount or special price for your
offering
Don’t let the choice of format hold you up. As you’re
starting out, we recommend you choose one of the
following and keep it simple:
1. List of Resources. The list of your favorite
resources for [fill in something that relates to your
customer’s needs and your business]. For example,
“My Top 10 Recipes for Baking the Perfect
Cupcake.” Some resources can be free.
2. Checklist. Create a checklist for [a process your
customers need to complete to be successful]. For
example, a checklist for “Everything you need in
your kitchen to become a star baker.”
3. Cheat Sheet. This is a great way to break down
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complex information in a simple way. Use cheat
sheets for 5 top ways to [solve a key challenge your
customers have]. For example, “The Top 5 Ways
to Make Perfect Fluffy Frosting.”
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THE ENTRANCE TO YOUR OPT IN PAGE

Y

our opt-in page is absolutely critical because it is the
entryway to your sales funnel. In fact, it works some‐
thing like a sales funnel–it draws the attention of your visi‐
tors with a good headline that identifies a problem, leads
the visitor down the page with its compelling copy, and
then calls them to action by giving them the sign-up form
for future communication.
Selling Your Freebie

What many marketers don't understand is that in order to
sell your free offer, you still have to advertise and promote
it. It's natural to assume that everybody jumps all over an
offer of free stuff, but it doesn't often work that way. First
of all, there is already a great deal of free content out
there. Why would customers want yours over someone
else’s? But even more importantly, they 'pay' for that offer
with their name and email address.
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People do not easily give out that private information any
longer.
Features and Benefits

An important part of the opt-in page is the features of
your product. It's best to list the features as bullet points so
they're easy to scan and read. Besides describing each
feature, be sure to tell the reader exactly how this feature
will benefit them. Don’t simply list the features and expect
them to fill in the blanks. After all, it is the benefit to the
prospect that resonates with them on an emotional level.
For example, if you're offering an Internet security infor‐
mation product that
explains the most common ways websites get hacked, add
that this keeps your site safe so that you can rest easy at
night.
Social Proof

Social proof refers to testimonials and reviews from other
people who have previously claimed your offer. These
endorsements add a great deal of credibility to your prod‐
uct. While they're not essential, they help entice people to
sign up. Even if your deal is not a freebie, consider initially
giving away your product to the first few people who take
advantage of your offer. Then you can use these positive
product reviews to further promote your product.
Audio and Video

A short audio or video clip also helps to promote and sell
your free offer. It can be something as simple as you saying
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hello and talking about how your offer will help the
customer. This adds a personal touch, lends credibility, and
gives people another way to digest your content.
Call to Action

The call to action is the section that tells people to do
themselves a favor and sign up now. Your call to action
should be interspersed with your content, and placed at the
bottom of the page. We should also place it near the top of
the page, above the fold, so that those who need little
convincing can sign up for it immediately.
Simple Is Best

Keep your opt-in page clean and simple, or you'll risk
losing prospects before you’ve communicated anything.
There should be no fluff and no distractions. This includes
no superfluous outgoing links and no extra unrelated
content. Design your page so that there's just one thing
prospects can do–sign up.
Your opt-in page should make bold claims about what
you're offering the visitor. However, your offer has to
deliver. If it doesn't, the recipients of the offer won't be
satisfied and they'll be less likely to buy from you in the
future, even if your offer is exactly what they need.
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SET UP YOUR AUTOMATED LIST
BUILDING SYSTEM

N

ow that you have your enticing free offer all ready to
go, you need people to be able to find it and you
need to be able to send it to them. The good news is that
you don’t need a website for this. What you do need is an
opt-in form or page and an account with an email
marketing platform.
Your opt-in invites interested people to join your email list.
An email marketing platform is used to collect and store
the details of your email list, including names and email
addresses, and also has the ability to automatically send
emails.
In this module you’ll go through the most important steps
to set up a list using an email marketing platform.
Here’s what you’re aiming for (don’t worry, I’ll take you
through all the steps):
1. Select an email marketing platform.
2. Create a list in the system.
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3. Create an opt-in form and/or an opt-in landing
page.
4. Place the opt-in.
5. Create thank you and download pages.
Step 1: Select an Email Marketing Platform

An email marketing platform is the system you’ll use to
build and grow your email list. While there are many plat‐
forms to choose from, they all operate similarly and offer
similar functionality.
Functions of Email Marketing Platform
Store customer data through lists that are easy to
edit, are automatically backed up, and are
available to export if you need to have a list
outside of the system
Segment customers to multiple lists based on
certain specifications you’ve made - for example,
grouping all contacts that live in a certain
state/country, or who have purchased from you
before
Use templates to create beautiful, standardized
emails, opt-in forms, and even landing pages (a
landing page is a web page with a form that
someone ‘lands’ on after clicking a call-to-action)
Automate the delivery of emails based on your
choice of conditions (called ‘triggers), such as
time, product purchased, pages visited etc.
Gauge the success of your emails through
reporting and analytics
Access support to answer your technical questions
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A word of caution: You shouldn’t use a free email
address, like Gmail or Yahoo, because your messages may
automatically go to the recipient’s SPAM folder and they
may not see them. Use your professional company email
address. If you don’t have a professional email address,
start with your current email address and then get one set
up ASAP. If you don’t have a domain name yet, go to
Namecheap.com or Godaddy.com to purchase one.
Streamline Your Process with Autoresponders

One of the biggest benefits to using an email marketing
platform is that you can take advantage of their built-in
autoresponder to streamline your email marketing.
An autoresponder allows you to automate part of your
email marketing campaign by handling the emailing for
you. This means you only have to create the email or email
series once and set it to send on autopilot. This lays the
groundwork for you to build a relationship with your list,
and make a sale later.
Here’s an example of how an autoresponder works:
1. Your customer enters their information into your
opt-in form to receive your free offer (your lead
magnet).
2. The customer’s information is added to your
email list and backed up in the email marketing
platform.
3. Next, your customer is directed to a ‘thank you’
page and given instructions for how to download
the lead magnet, or will receive an email telling
them how to download their free offer.
4. Now, you have the opportunity to include your
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customer in a series of automated emails, sent
through the autoresponder:
5. You can program your autoresponder to send out
a series of follow-up emails. For example, you
send one email per week to keep you in touch with
your clients or follow up to see how they enjoyed
their free lead magnet.
6. Autoresponders keep your business open 24/7. It
doesn’t matter if your customer joins your email
list at 2:00 in the morning or while you’re on
vacation, autoresponders are still running, sending
out the information your customers want.
Decide Which Email Marketing Platform Is Best
for You
There are many providers with similar price points and
unique capabilities. Some include a shopping cart so that
you can sell products to your new clients down the line.
It might be tempting to pick a provider with tons of
features, but make sure you need the features, otherwise it’s
a waste and you’ll have to move systems later. Most email
marketing platforms will integrate with other systems and
website providers.
Get the best you can afford and one that does what you
need it to do! They all have good technical support and
often video tutorials to take you through the set-up steps, so
don’t worry about the tech side. You can add other features
as you get more comfortable. You can start small and learn
your way around the system later.
Free email marketing platforms include:
Mail Chimp is free for up to 2,000 subscribers
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Mad Mimi is free for 100 contacts
If you’re not sure which to go for, then Google “Which
autoresponder to use” and do a comparison for yourself.
There is generally a free trial period so you can sign up
without committing yourself.
Some popular paid email marketing platforms are:
ActiveCampaign
GetResponse
Drip
AWeber
Convertkit
HubSpot
If after doing some research you’re still unsure of what
service to go with, it’s okay. Pick one to start. All platforms
offer a way for you to export your contact list to take to a
different provider if your change your mind later on.
Step 2: Create a List in the System

Once you’ve selected an email marketing platform to use,
you will follow the steps within that system to create a list.
If you already have a contact list, follow the platform’s
instructions to import that list into the new service.
Even if you don’t have an existing list, you still must create
an empty list in the system. This is so new subscribers can
be added to the list you’ve already set up.
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Step 3: Create an Opt-In Form for Your List

Now that you’ve set up your list in your email marketing
platform, you’ll need to create an opt-in form. The
purpose of an opt-in form is to entice people to enter their
email address and contact information in exchange for
your free lead magnet.
Once they enter their information, they are added to your
email list and your lead magnet can be sent through an
email automation that you’ve created.
This is what a very, very basic front end (the opt-in form)
looks like. You’ve probably seen many of them!
You will add your opt-in form in various places on your
website, or you’ll choose to use an opt-in page. Ideally,
you’ll do both. We’ll cover this in more detail later in the
module.
Elements of an Opt-In Form

There are some basic essentials to include on your opt-in
form:
Headline with a benefit of your lead magnet
Short bullet points of what they get and the
benefit of each
A call-to-action for them to enter their name and
email address (plus any other details)
Button to click to submit the form
Link in the footer to your privacy policy (or a
checkbox to request consent, if you need it for
your country)
An image of what they’ll get
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If you have these basics in place and your lead magnet is
compelling, then you’ll get sign ups.
NOTE: If you have customers or website visitors in the
EU, you must comply with the specific privacy policies
there. Typically, that involves having a specific language in
your Privacy Policy about how you handle data and what
you use it for, as well as getting explicit consent from your
email subscribers before you collect their data.
You can get more information about how this works for
your email list via your email marketing platform. They’ll
have features to help you. You can also purchase Privacy
Policy templates from various websites.
Visit this link for a general overview of the GDPR
requirements:
Overview of EU General Data Protection Regulation
However, don’t let this hold you back! For most small busi‐
nesses, you can put in place a template Privacy Policy and
use your email marketing platform’s features to get consent
quickly and easily.
Opt-In Form Best Practices
Now, let’s broaden out and look at some best practice
guidelines which will turn more visitors into subscribers
and as many as possible into customers. This is known as a
high-converting opt-in.
Give Incentive. Make sure people have a reason to give
you their information. Your opt-in should clarify what they
are getting in exchange, which is your lead magnet. Tell
them exactly what to expect once they’ve provided their
data.
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Avoid Distractions. Keep the layout and text very
simple. Your audience should know what their call to
action is. The sole purpose of the opt-in form is to ask
people for their contact information, so keep it clear. Typi‐
cally, ask for a first name and an email address; anything
else is extra.
Take Advantage of Templates. Stick with a design
that’s already proven to convert. Most email marketing
platforms have pre-built templates you can use. LeadPages
is also a great resource for creating beautiful landing pages
with opt-in forms that convert.
Choose a Single or Double Opt-in. Single opt-in is
when subscribers sign up and are immediately added to
your email list. If you have any customers or visitors in the
EU, you’ll need to make sure you have that checkbox
requesting explicit consent to do this. Again, check your
email platform, since they’ll have ways to do this.
With a double opt-in, subscribers have to confirm their
consent in a separate email to be added to your list. When
people go through the two-step process, there’s often a
higher conversion rate and higher engagement because
they went through the extra step, acknowledging they
really want to receive your emails. In many countries,
double opt-in is required legally due to privacy and spam
laws. Check the rules in your own country.
Make it Noticeable. The opt-in form should be
designed in a way that complements your branding. You
may use contrasting colors to draw attention to your form.
However, it’s crucial to make sure the colors don’t clash
with your existing brand colors. For color inspiration, take
a look here. Don’t use more than 2 different fonts and
avoid using more than 2-3 different colors.
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Use Language that Resonates. Your wording (copy)
needs to be enticing to motivate people to sign up; it may
be free, but it still has to be ‘sold.’ Remember to speak the
way your ideal client speaks. For example, if your lead
magnet is for beginners, keep the language simple and
avoid using jargon they may not know.
Keep it Mobile-Friendly. Not everyone will visit your
form from a computer. Most email marketing platforms
offer a preview of the form, so check out what it will look
like on mobile devices before you decide.
Choosing an Opt-In Page in Addition to an Opt-In
Form. You might decide to go for a full opt-in page and
not just a form. The point of an opt-in form and an opt-in
landing page is the same: to entice people to join your
email list in exchange for your free offer.
An opt-in page differs from an opt-in form because it’s a
whole page solely dedicated to your offer. This gives you
space to provide more information. For example, you
might add short bullet points of what customers get from
the lead magnet and the benefit of each. If you just have
one page, then it certainly focuses the visitor on just one
choice: whether to sign up for your lead magnet or exit.
When designing your opt-in landing page, follow the same
guidelines for creating your opt-in form.
If you don’t have a website, don’t panic. You can use a
stand-alone tool like LeadPages to design a landing page. It
provides attractive templates you can customize and inte‐
grates with many email marketing systems.
Ideally, you’ll have both opt-in forms (on web pages for
example) and an opt-in page (using a template for a
landing page). That way, you’ll have even more opportuni‐
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ties to convert website visitors to email list subscribers. And
you’ll have a dedicated opt-in page to drive traffic to when
your main goal is to get them onto your list and you don’t
want them distracted by anything else.
However many forms and/or pages you have, make sure
they are all linked to the same email list promoting your
lead magnet.
Outsource the Job
If you feel the technology is just too much for you or you
don’t have the time, don’t worry. You can save yourself the
trouble by getting someone else to create your opt-in page
and set up your list for you.
Some good resources for finding people who do this are:
Fiverr.com
UpWork
Warrior Forum (Warriors for Hire)
If you have WordPress, use a plugin with
templates to help you set everything up. Examples
include OptimizePress and plugins from Thrive
Themes.
Step 4: Place the Opt-in

We’ve looked at some best practices on the design of the
opt-in to make it attractive. Where you place it will also
have a bearing on how many people opt-in.
Here are some examples of great opt-in placement:
Pat Flynn’s Smart Passive Income
Brendan Burchard
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Shopify
Here’s the current thinking on this:
The top of your home page. The opt-in can even take
up the entire area ‘above the fold’ called a ‘hero header’ or
‘feature box.’ This makes for great conversions, as it’s
usually the first thing a visitor sees.
The announcement bar on the top of your site.
This helps attract people to your offer, especially because
the announcement is featured on the top of every page of
your site.
The top of your sidebar. Place the opt-in form right
where your visitors can see it and make sure to keep it on
the top of your sidebar, above any advertisements or other
content.
The bottom of your blog post. If someone has read
your entire post, it means they’re interested in what you
have to say. Adding an opt-in form at the bottom of the
post is a great way to capture the lead while it’s still hot.
On your ‘About’ page. Your ‘About’ page is one of the
most visited pages on your website, so don’t miss the
opportunity to capture email subscribers by including an
opt-in form here as well.
On your ‘Welcome’ page. Because the ‘Welcome’ page
is the first thing visitors see, this is an ideal place to put
your opt-in.
Exit Intent Pop-Ups. These pop-ups can be embedded
anywhere on your site and they track a user's movements.
When they detect that a visitor is about to leave, a pop-up
is prompted to encourage the visitor to take action. There’s
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a great WordPress plug-in for this called PopupAlly. There
are many other options, such as Privy and MaxTraffic.
Delayed Pop-Ups. Pop-ups are controversial because
some visitors find them annoying, but the truth is that they
convert. Instead of bombarding your visitors right away, a
delayed pop-up gives them a chance to check out the site
before your opt-in appears.
Your Website Footer. Just like placing your opt-in at the
bottom of a blog post, if people are checking out your
footer, they’re interested in your content. Your footer also
appears across all your website pages, making it easy for
people to find your opt-in form.
Take advantage of the tips and training provided by your
email marketing platform. Most platforms have explana‐
tory blog posts and customer service advisors to help you
with your opt-in forms. Follow the instructions for embed‐
ding the opt-in on your site or get someone to help.
Step 5: Create Thank You and Download Pages

Once people enter their email in your opt-in form or
landing page, your ‘thank you’ page will appear. Most
email marketing platforms have default thank you pages
that people see after they enter their details.
You can create your own ‘thank you’ page, or, to keep
things simple, use the default for now. Your system will
then automatically send a request for the person to confirm
their address (this is called double opt-in), if you’ve selected
this option.
We recommend that you always require a double opt-in.
To start, many countries require it. Plus, it helps keep your
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email list ‘clean’ with only those contacts who really want
to be on it. You can also send people to a download page
after they confirm their consent and address, or let your
first email deliver their lead magnet. In the next module,
we’ll cover much more about your first email follow-ups.
Recap

Take a deep breath. You’re nearly there! Yes, it can sound
confusing to set this up, especially if it’s your first time. But
take it step by step, expect a few glitches along the way, and
commit to getting it done.
Let’s recap on the steps you need to take:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Select an email marketing platform.
Create a list in the system.
Create an opt-in form and/or an opt-in page.
Place the opt-in
Create thank you and download pages.

Now that you have the systems in place, in the next module
you’ll learn how to write and schedule your email
sequence.

33

WRITE AND SCHEDULE YOUR FIRST
RELATIONSHIP-BUILDING EMAIL
SEQUENCE

N

ow that potential clients and customers have ‘raised
their hands’ and said “Yes, I want to know more!”
you must make certain that they remain engaged and that
they don’t forget you. This is all too easy these days with so
many emails flying around.
In this module you’ll write a sequence of emails to get you
off to a good start on a long-lasting relationship. You’ll use
automation to send those emails on autopilot.
Why You Need Automation

Let’s face it: you probably don’t have time to reply to every
email you receive today, let alone send new emails aimed at
nurturing relationships with your subscribers.
Let’s recap why you need an automated email sequence:
You can build relationships that otherwise may
have fallen short due to lack of time and
commitment.
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An automated email series is only the first of many
communications you’ll have with your potential
clients. It sets the tone for future communications
and ensures that all your subscribers are receiving
the same messaging, keeping your level of
customer service consistent.
You only have to build a specific sequence once.
You can set up your emails in advance using your
auto-responder and they will be sent automatically
at any interval decided by you.
For example, you may select to send one email every five
days, once a week, or even over seven weeks. This means
your customers aren’t sitting idly waiting on you to
remember to send an email.
While automation is easy to put in place, don’t overwhelm
your list with too many emails. Judge what you think is best
for your audience and what you can commit to writing.
Start With a ‘Welcome’ Email Sequence

Subscribers are the most engaged when they first join your
email list. You need to take advantage of this and create a
series of emails welcoming them. This is a way of contin‐
uing the conversation, letting them get to know you, and it
sets the tone for the future.
Marketers say that seven emails in a sequence can get from
the original opt-in to a purchase because through that
sequence you build the ‘know, like, and trust’ factor. There
may be times when seven emails aren’t enough - for exam‐
ple, a higher-priced offer may require more emails plus
more personal interaction. It all depends on your ideal
customer and their needs.
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We’ll stick with seven for this introductory sequence. It
might help you to think of this sequence as one piece of
content. By looking at it that way, it helps ensure every‐
thing relates and is in the right order.
Despite having perfectly timed emails, content is still what
is going to keep your subscribers engaged. Email sequences
should deepen the relationships you have with subscribers
over time, solely through the content you share.
Here are seven email templates you can customize for your
welcome sequence:
Email #1: The ‘Thank You’ Email.

Goal: Give subscribers access to the lead magnet they
signed up for.
The very first email you send needs to thank people for
signing up and it must tell them how to get their gift - part
of keeping the promise you made.
Since this is the first email people receive from you, you
need to tell them more about you or your brand. This is
where they start to get to know you.
This is also where you need to set expectations on how
often you’ll send emails and reiterate the benefits of joining
your list.
Email #2: The ‘Reminder’ Email.

Goal: Remind your subscribers that they received your
lead magnet.
This is a good time to check in to see if they have questions
about the content they received. Encourage them to go
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through it and give them tips for how to get the most out
of it.
Email #3: The ‘Sharing’ Email.

Goal: Share some interesting and relevant information.
Show your audience you provide great content by sharing
some of your wisdom. This is a great time to repurpose
some content and share an article you’ve written or even a
webinar you’ve hosted.
You can make a very gentle reference to how you could
help them further. Just make sure the content is relevant to
the lead magnet they signed up for.
Email #4: The ‘Problem’ Email.

Goal: Relate to a problem they might be experiencing.
Choose some FAQs about your topic and share your
answers with your subscribers to show that you’re an
expert in your field. You could also tell a story that relates
to the problem addressed in your lead magnet and how
you (or a past client) overcame that challenge.
Email #5: The ‘Check In’ Email.

Goal: See how they’re using their lead magnet.
Ask them how they are using their lead magnet to help
their life/business/weight loss/relationship or whatever
their particular challenge is. Mention that you have other
ways to help them.
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Email #6: The ‘Trust Building’ Email.

Goal: Build even more trust with your subscribers.
Share a short case study of how your work has helped a
client. This builds up trust and demonstrates that you know
what you’re doing. Again, mention your ability to help.
Email #7: The ‘Ask’ Email.

Goal: Turn your email subscriber into a paying
customer.
Now’s the time for you to make a specific offer to convert
your subscriber into a customer. You will never make any
sales if you don’t ask if they want to buy!
Here is where you can offer such paid things as an online
course, a coaching session, an email challenge, or whatever
fits with your customer journey (Remember that from
Module 3?).
Test Your Email Sequence

Now that you know what it takes for a well laid out email
sequence, you’ll need to test each email and check that
your opt-in form is linked to your email list. Make sure that
your first follow-ups are working.
Test multiple times and have other people test it too. Once
something is on autopilot, you don’t want to suddenly find
out people aren’t getting your emails!
With the opt-in you created in Module 5 and your first
email, you’ll be ready to go and start building your list.
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Recap

Email sequences can move people through a journey from
not having ever heard of your company, to becoming a
customer and (potentially) an enthusiastic brand advocate.
Once you have a series of seven (that’s six + the first ‘thank
you’ email) set up, then you know your clients are being
taken care of and that they won’t forget you in the short
run. But you’ll need more over time. We’ll talk about addi‐
tional content to send in a later module.

THE STATE OF MY REAL EXAMS

I

cried when I opened my results. They were not tears
of joy.

I slogged for five hard months leading up to my exams. I
took eight exams in total over a three-week period. I
somehow landed on a diet of Haribo and Redbull to help
me study day and night during those weeks. I found that
this concoction was the most effective against sleep depri‐
vation. However, in case you're wondering, I would not
recommend it.
I told you I was determined.
The summer holiday following the end of term was usually
the one I most looked forward to. Six pure weeks of free‐
dom. Most summers I spent in Sicily. All six weeks with the
crazy aunts, uncles and cousins on Dad's side of the family.
Most days I lay on the local beach in the never-ending
blazing sun. The food was to die for and I was obsessed
with the small motorbikes that used to be the primary
mode of transport around the little town of Calatabiano.
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Vespas, I think they were called. My cousins used to let me
take the handlebars and race around narrow roads. Irre‐
sponsible, but exhilarating.
The summer of 1997 was different. There was a six-week
wait between taking my exams and getting the results.
The outcome of these exams would determine whether I
could move onto the next stage of my journey to
university.
This summer was not like all the others. It was horrible. I
spent the first week recovering from my gargantuan effort
of the previous three. I was a zombie and for most of that
week, I just slept. I enjoyed little the remaining five weeks
either. I was constantly worrying about whether I had
made the grade.

FIVE WEEKS LATER
I cried when I opened my results, and they were not tears
of joy. They weren't tears of pain either. Thankfully, I
passed everything. Four A*'s, five A's and a B. The highest
in the entire school. I was so happy that all the work I put
in paid off. I was so proud of myself.
The tears were of relief. I hadn't let my teachers down.
They invested so much extra time in me. Constantly
injecting me with doses of encouragement and knowledge
to climb the mountain. And then some. I was so worried
about letting them down. I didn't.
I was only fifteen but this experience had a profound effect
on my life. I learned several important lessons that I carry
with me to this day. You can probably guess what they are
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now that you're reached the end of the book, but let me
tell you anyway.
Be an extreme giver: be generous and share
knowledge with others. It can have a profound
impact on peoples lives.
Adopt a success mindset: you need to be your
biggest cheerleader. Don't let other people's
judgment cloud yours, and believe in yourself.
Put in hard work time and effort: for great
things to happen, you have to put in the effort and
a lot of it.
Have a vision: it is too easy to get lost in shortterm wins and not focus on the long-term goals.
Having a strategy is the key to sustainable success.
The most important lesson of all. I'll reveal
it at the end of this chapter...
I didn't know it back then but all of these factors naturally
came into play during that pivotal moment back in 1996. I
alone decided to make a change, even though I was terri‐
fied of failing. Many of the factors that naturally came into
play during that pivotal moment back in 1996 have also
resulted in other successes. Not giving up on the woman of
my dreams - who eventually agreed to become my wife.
Getting my dream salaried job. Starting my online side
business.
Call it a coincidence, or perhaps something more supernat‐
ural. I still don't know what flipped that switch in my brain.
I still don't remember what was said in that room with Mr
Everest. I still don't know why my teachers gave me so
much of their time. I still don't know how I pushed
through five months of sheer determination. I still don't
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know why I went through with it, despite the odds of losing
being so great.
This brings me on to my sixth lesson. This last and most
important.
But it doesn't need a chapter.
This lesson can be summarized with a beautiful quote from
Nelson Mandela:

"I never lose, I either win or learn"

By the way, I made it to university. I did it three times and
won a scholarship to Cambridge. It's a crazy story I'll share
with you another time.
For now, it's time to learn.

